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Foreword

Dissection
by Aaron K. Roe

What makes so many of us want to write? By all accounts, it is a
difficult and laborious task--one that is often thankless. George Orwell
remarked, "Writing . . . is a horrible, exhausting · struggle, _like a long bout
of some painful illness." Arnold Bennett said, "It is a fact that few
novelists enjoy the creative labor .. . ." Sean O'Casey, who spent half his
life repairing streets in the Dublin slums before becoming Ireland's
greatest playwright, once told a critic, "When I stepped from hard manual
work to writing, I just stepped from one kind of hard wor~ to another." It
must be that something in us cries out for expression, or reassurance, for
fulfillment--or perhaps just attention .
Whatever their motivation, the ambitious writers featured in this,
our 1994 Script, have created a beautiful body of work. It is again my
privilege to present them to our community. Reading their creations, I
realize once more that talent has no explanation; nor has the hard effort
that brings it to fruition. Perhaps we should just say with Gertrude Stein,
"To write is to write is to write is to write is to write is to write is to
write is to write."

,,

Dr. Violet M. O'Valle
Professor of English
Chair, English Department
TCJC, South Campus
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Converse wi.th me o_n. why your dress is green .
What is the meaning?
Is it the field crossed or uncrossed?
That was your sister's dress
but her hair fell on her shoulders
and yours stops halfway across your neck.
Does this have meaning?
Is it the field? the leaves?
Crossed or uncrossed?
nothing new
never new
the sun comes up
So I sought you in the morning
but found you in the afternoon
at your desk writing on wrinkled paper.
And so I ask you,
with the sun above us
with the turning of the planets
and so I ask you:
Why is the paper wrinkled?
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Place

Essence of Salamander
by Alicia C. Tomlinson Young

Third

Place

Dreamer's Eyes
by Teres~ Bonnette Seaman

In the eyes of the fire,
.
Hot embers glare,
Sits the fated salamander
In the cool night's air.

• l

A single drop fe ll from
a chrysanthemum petal
to become the moon.

His home is burning bright
As the herdsman's hand
Comes through the hot flame
And snatches out the ruby brand.
The salamander, his eyes closed ,
Slowly burns away.
Sadly, he expires from life
But his ashes stay.
The smoke curls skyward with
Essence of salamander.
The herdsman sleeps sound
With bright dreams of grandeur.

Honorable

Mention

Woman's Hardest Job
A HAIKU
by Patsy Cathey
Woman's hardest job
When a man thinks he's the boss,
Is not to giggle.

In the early light of dawn,
As misty falls the dew,
The herdsman kicks the fire out;
And the salamander is gone, too .
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The Cowboy
I was a Cowboy, once
Though I don't look like it, much
Behind these City Clothes there was a Day
When I was Wild, Ragged, and Rough

First

by Joseph Michael Barbara

See No Evil, Speak No Evil
by Debor:ah Brown

That Day was not so long ago
And I was no ordinary Joe
Working wide open Ranges with nowhere to go
And the Land ... It needed me so
I was a Cowboy, once
Rich with the smell of a hard day's ride
With the West Texas Wind at My side
I lived by the Gun, a Saddle, and Rawhide!
Before the World fenced Me in
With Her Railroads and Barbed Wire
I worked the Land, like a Man
With My Gun for hire
Sixteen Hours we'd ride
'Til the Work was done
From the misty early rise
To the setting of the hot Texas Sun
In the days before Culture traveled--West!
Before Books, and Church, and Law
Before the Frontier unraveled!
I was a Cowboy, once
Though I don't look like it, much
Behind this Desk with Pen and Paper
And such
Cities stand where My Cattle roamed Free
Where the Prairie grass rolled
Like an never-ending Sea
There is Civilization, now, for Me
And though the Branding Iron is Cold
Look deep--deep within My Soul
I am a Cowboy, still
From the Texas days of Old!
4
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After a futile, fourte en-year attempt to legislate morals , Congress
repealed Prohibition. Ironically, this failed venture spawned organized
crime . Today, lawmakers find themselves once again called upon to
legislate national morality by censoring violence in the entertainment
industry. If Congress chooses to overturn the right to Free Speech , it will
create a crisis even greater than the one it seeks to remedy. Censorship
must not exist in America.
When censorship is initiated, it limits the public's access to the
free interchange of ideas and consequently removes the public's habit of
free thinking. Without diversity, original thought withers. Restriction of
free expression leads to the dictation of ideas, creating a society of
mindless sheep. Throughout history, many new concepts have at first been
met with outrageous opposition. Socrates was silenced by those who
feared his words. Martin Luther was branded a heretic. Abraham Lincoln ,
Mahatma Gandhi, and Martin Luther King were assassinated. Later, their
powerful views were not only integrated into society, but into
constitutional law as well. As the media are imprisoned and lose their
ability to speak freely, the next outlandish voice destined to change
society may never be heard.
The viewing of violence can lead to broad based social benefit. Ken
Kaufmann, A Hollywood director, reports that he "uses violence to send an
anti-violent message" (Dateline). Stephen Spielberg is currently
receiving critical acclaim for Schlindler's List in which he portrays
abominations of the Third Reich in an effort to educate and sicken his
audience into social responsibil ity. Francis Ford Coppola shocked us as
Apocalypse Now graphically presented the atrocities of the Vietnamese
war. These film-makers hope that v iewing ugly realities may disgust the
viewer into a conviction to never participate in or sanction the acts
presented. Censoring a producer's prerogative to display the often
barbarous side of human nature interferes with his or her ability to teach
and with the public's right to access and choice.
Censorship replaces personal responsibility with a moral authority
that may have trouble defining an internally consistent set of rules. A bill
currently before Congress, sponsored by John Bryant, Democrat-Dallas,
attempts to regu late violence in the entertainment industry. Bryant's
proposal calls for the Federal Communications Commission to mandate
standards for radio, cable, and TV broadcasters . Yet, the crucial issue of
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what is violent and how that must be interpreted is vague (Smith A 10).
The prevailing wording of this bill defines violence as '"any action that
has an element, the use, or threatened use of physical force against the
person of another, or against one's self, with intent to cause bodily harm'"
(Smith A 10). As the bill is being debated, lawmakers are dealing with
thorny issues concerning the violent images in The-Honeymooners, Daffy
Duck cartoons, and the Three Stooges. Congress's problems dramatize the
difficulty of those who would be moral babysitters. How can anyone
objectify the instant where satire ends and abuse begins when dealing
with the varied tastes of American citizens between the ages of one and
one hundred? Surely, this cannot be accomplished.
Nor should we try. A causal link has not been demonstrated between
the viewing of gratuitous violence and its enactment. In fact, history
indicates that violence is and always has been a part of human nature.
Jack the Ripper terrorized London in the 1890's. His acts certainly could
not have been influenced by TV violence. The rampant savagery as
manifested in the American West was not precipitated by watching a
video. The Khmer Rouge in Cambodia was not influenced by Hollywood.
Neither, for that matter, was Hitler's SS. These events, in fact actually
suggest a link between violence and a psychotic thirst for power.
The dramatic increase of violence in America is a devastating social
issue, perhaps the most important one. However, governmental attempts
to legislate morality are all appalling failures. Congress bans
pornography, yet it thrives. Congress bans illicit drugs and limits alcohol,
and they remain a plague. Congress bans assault weapons, yet they
saturate the streets.
While it is important to find practical solutions to the problems of
American society, solutions violating the rights of citizens at large are
unacceptable. If we do not understand our history, we are doomed to
repeat it. Our fear and lack of knowledge must not allow us to embrace
solutions that are inconsistent with our First Amendment rights.

WORKS CITED
Dateline. Narr. Stone Phillips and Jane Pauley. NBC. KXAS, Fort Worth,
TX. 25 Jan. 1994.
Smith, Steven Cole. "Media and Violence ." Fort Worth Star Telegram 1 2
Dec. 1993: 1A+.
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FAREWELL TO KING
by Barbara L. Lively

,,

..

Children are incurably curious about their small but rapidly
expanding worlds and, at six; Greg was an especially inquisitive being.
The answers to his varied questions were not as easily grasped by us, his
struggling parents. But one day an answer became a little clearer.
One Thursday, while out on an errand for the school secretary, I
found a Doberman Pinscher in what appeared to the the l~st stages of
starvation. Several growths sprouted from one shoulder and hindquarter
like cauliflower florets. After making inquiries around the neighborhood
and school and finding nobody who could help identify him, I took him to
my house and quarantined him in the backyard until I could get him to our
veterinarian.
Greg's first reaction upon returning from kindergarten was an
immediate "Oh boy! We got another dog!!!" After I burst that bubble, the
inevitable questioning started: "Why is it so skinny?" "Why can't it stand
up without falling?" "Why is it eating so much food?"
To a small boy who saw only a dog needing love, waiting for a midafternoon appointment seemed like forever. But when he discovered we
would have the dog that long , Greg decided to name him. The red dobie
nobody wanted became King. Despite my misgivings about the dog, I
finally succumbed to Greg's pleading; I took him out to introduce him to
the poor animal and let the boy pet him.
The questions continued on the way to the vet. "What are we going
to do with him?" "Why doesn't he bark?" The short two-mile trip to the
doctor seemed to take forever.
At the veterinarian's, Greg and I were told that the massive
growths on King's body were probably cancerous, which would account for
his hearty appetite and cadaverous appearance. The constant stumbling
and falling were due to an incurable nerve damage unique to dobies. At the
vet's personal and professional recommendation, I decided to have King
put to sleep. My only request was that Greg and I be allowed to stay with
him to say farewell.
We laid King on the vinyl floor. Greg and I took about ten minutes to
stroke him and talk to him. The dog nobody wanted felt caring hands on
him and heard the child's husky voice say "I love you , King" as he slipped
into peaceful sleep.
The questions and the tears continued as we left King's limp body
with the technician after a final good-bye. "Where did he go?" "Will I see
7
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Adultproof
by Dave Alford

him again?" "Will he know Pop (Greg's great-grandfather) when he gets to
heaven?" We had a long , peaceful drive back to the house. I marveled at
the miracle of life around me and at the little boy by my side who grieved
at the loss of a dog he didn't know but wanted to be sure someone would
be there to greet King when he got to his destination.
My heart soared that evening as Greg retold his day to his Daddy.
Greg was so sure Pop would be happy to see King and would take good care
of him until Greg could get there to do it himself. The questions continued
into the night, and to this day; but the small child learned that day that
death is not something to be feared. It is just a farewell and a journey to
a place where there is no pain, and everybody and everythfng is wanted and
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If you have ever looked at. _heard about. or tried to open a childproof
bottle, then you should already be aware that the attempt will probably be
a dismal failure. For most adults, this task is virtually impossible. I,
myself, have had quite a few problems with one of those wretched plastic
tops. The following is a complete recipe for frustration and aggravation.
The first step is not that complex, but it is of some importance.
Glance over all of the instructior'ls pertaining to bottle opening procedures.
They are not going to help you, but please feel free to try them anyway.
Give the seemingly impervious white cap a good twist. Most likely, your
only progress will come in the form of a loud clicking sound. Now will be
the perfect moment to beat the bottle on the kitchen counter so hard that
you cause indentions. This is an excellent way to raise your blood
pressure and start getting mad.
The next step takes a whole new approach. Grab the bottle firmly in
one hand, bend over slightly, and throw that sucker as hard as you can at
the ground. Obviously, this will not work , but it is a great stress reliever.
Afterwards, take a deep breath and plan your next assault. While thinking
of a way to outsmart that stupid little bottle, go and rifle through your
old, dusty tool chest. Make sure that you are sitting on the beautiful new
couch for which you paid over a thousand dollars so that when your hand
slips, you stab a cushion instead of your hand. This, of course, will give
you a good reason to throw the screwdriver at the wall so that it embeds
itself, causing you further distress--and giving you a reason to search for
Satan 's signature on the side of the container.
Next, go back to the tool chest for a hammer and chisel and go to
town . Hit everything but the chisel. This will more than likely cause you
to break, or severely bruise, every bone in one of your hands. But if you
feel that you have not done enough bodily damage to yourself, then I
suggest that you now move on to a more powerful weapon--a singlehanded sledge hammer. Although you might be able to pound that thing for
hours on end, the space age plastic will not crack. However, it will
probably cause you to smash a toe or two.
The last step is for people who have or can get pyrotechnics. Yes,
DYNAMITE!!! Strap that #@?*/#@! thing to a pack of C-4 and run. Upon
waking three weeks later in a body cast, you will probably be fully aware
that buying such a "safe" bottle was a mistake.
In the end, you should realize that a childproof bottle is not a very
9
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good thing to have in your home. If this is not your concluding thought,
then think again. It is a dangerous product that when operated by an adult
can ruin lives and separate families. Next time you are shopping for
medicine, vitamins, etc... , PLEASE do not buy a childproof bottle; but if
you do acquire one, just hand it.to someo.ne who can open it, your child!

The

Beast in the Bathroom
by Debi K. Gree

Bathing your dog is truly a test of wills--your s and the
dog's. Now, whether you pass the test is another story .
The first step is to prepare the bathroom. Remove all
breakables. Cover the floor with towels and fill the tub with
water.
Next, gather your supplies. You'll need shampoo, more
towels, and your swimsuit . While you're getting everything ready,
remember to act casual. Make the dog think that the bath is for
you. Whatever you do , don't mention the "B" wo rd; don't even
spell it. He knows exactly what it means.
The hard part is getting the beast into the bathroom. There
are a couple of approaches . The first is bribery. Make a path of
d og treats into the bathroom . He'll enjoy the first few, but he
might get suspicious. When he begins to notice a pattern, he will
sense a feeling of foreboding . This will cause the fir st escape
attempt. Quickly go to Plan B, brute force.
Grab the little
nipper by his collar and drag him into the bathroom. Once you ' ve
done this, secure all exits immediately.
Now try to get the beast into the tub. Oh sure, the re will
be whining and crying; but after yo u 1 ve collected yourself,
continue. Keep in mind that the beast is going to do anything to
avoid water contact. He's going to embed his little toes in the
carpet or try to make himself heavy so that you can't pick him up.
It's only after you pick him up that he decides to do his rendition of "Swan Lake." The larger the dog, the scarier the
performance will be.
After he's in the tub, close the shower doors. When he
realizes there's no escape, he'll settle down. Then he'll be very
still and stare at you with that "How can you do this to me ?" l ook
in his eyes and shiver. Now is your c hance to soap him down and
rinse him off. Once you're both soaking wet and exhausted, you're
almost done.
The last step is getting him out o f the tub. Since the
bathroom door is still closed, you're safe and so is the house.
Towel him dry until he's damp. Don't blow him dry unless you want
to scrape him off the ceiling. Now, you're done.
And the next time you need to bathe your beast, you'll know
exactly w~at to do . Call 1-800-PET-WASH. Let the professionals do
it.
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Massacre of the Sausage King
by Malcolm Norman
I often spent my Saturday -mornings wheeling a shopping cart around
the local supermarket, emerging from the end of a never-ending aisle of
pickles, aspirin, bread products, coffee or condiments, and nearly running
over one of the half dozen older ladies that had been hired to give out
samples and cents-off coupons for any of one certain company's product.
These old ladies set up their card tables and electri.c frying pans and
doled out the less-than-bite-sized morsels of wheat crackers and wine
cheese, new and improved imitation bacon, or the ever-popular faux crab
salad made from textured vegetable protein. These ladies were more of an
annoyance to me than anything else in all my shopping experience. By
blocking aisles, handing me coupons that would end up in the trash , and
trying to sell me something I didn't want, they were wasting my time. My
constant wish was that there could be some way to stop their bothersome
practice. I had filled out numerous customer response cards, and
complained to the management, but I had always received the answer "It's
always been good for sales."
Sales are what pushed several of the local business owners to bring
their own individual specialty products to the newly built supermarket.
These small businessmen's losses arose from considering the modern day
supermarket to be an oversized general store.
One of these zealous entrepreneurs was Bob Weltzer, producer of the
locally created specialty hog product-- "Waltzer's World Famous
Sausage." Because of Bob's great belief in his merchand ise, he always
referred to himself as "The Sausage King," and labored under the
impression that others did, too . (Unfortunately for the Sausage King, his
downfall was that he was sharp tongued and fast to take an insult.)
The Sausage King had visited the recently opened supermarket, seen
the sales impact, and been instantly inspired to hand out the tidbits--sure
to make the other sausage companies take a back seat to Waltzer's .
The Sausage King 's frugality kept him from hiring one of the silverhaired ladies to demonstrate the ease with which Waltzer's was cooked .
He took it upon himself to make the Saturday "sausage sellathon" a
success beyond all previous sales. He had his wife sew him a costume to
match the colorful picture on his tubes of sausage. He had handbills
printed and personally put them under all the windshield wipers in every
unguarded parking lot the entire week before the big day. He talked his
teen aged children into calling everybody in the area phone book. It was
11

going to be the biggest hit since the whole community ambushed several
outlaws in the town square nearly a hundred years before.
However, despite his extensive preparations, there were several
things the Sausage King hadn't counted on. The Saturday he planned to be
at the store was not only to be the biggest grocery shopping day ever; it
was also the day after the local football team had lost their chance to
become state finalist, the football game on TV hact- been blacked out, and
the weather had turned far too cold for outdoor activities. This left all
the irate husbands, who would otherwise have never set foot inside a
grocery store, to fend for themselves as their wives dragged them along.
The Sausage King had arrived at the store extra early to claim his
site. He thought he might have to exchange words with the Krispy Kracker
lady, who usually occupied the choice intersection.
But, for some mysterious reason none of the other demonstrators
showed. Later it was found (through an investigative panel appointed by
the city council) that someone had phoned and told the ladies they wou ld
have to have their giveaways the following week. Although he
consistently denied it, this was always blamed on the manager.
As Bob walked into the store with his bulging grocery bag and ice
chest, the manager looked him over with skepticism. It wasn't every day
he saw a man, wearing a gold spray-painted cardboard crown on which
"Sausage King" had been written in black Marks-a-lot and dressed in a
ruffled white shirt, blue silk trousers that stopped just below the knees,
long stockings, and buckle shoes. Over the whole affair was a red and
white checkerboard apron. Under Bob's ample belly was an overly large
belt buckle with the Waltzer's Sausage logo on it. The buckle attached to
a wide belt, and attached to this, making Bob's hips look even larger than
they actually were, was a pair of long brown cloth holsters fashioned to
contain one extra large roll of Waltzer's sausage each. The early shoppers
who had seen him walk in could do nothing but stare. As they left the
parking lot, they did nothing but laugh .
The crowds started arriving around eight, and the parking lot soon
filled to overflowing, looking something like the mall parking lot the day
after Thanksgiving. Inside the store, the scarcity of shopping baskets
nearly led to fisticuffs.
In the back of the store the Sausage King was nestled firmly
between the prepared pork products and the beer case, happily passing out
the tasty sample cooked in his wife's electric griddle. As time passed, he
took on the glassy-eyed look of a man with dollar signs looming in his
vision.
Then it happened. As if on cue, the entire town descended on the
12

Sausage King at the same time. Even at breakneck speed, Bob just wasn't
able to keep up with the demand from scorned wives, rag ing husbands, and
hungry children.
The Sausage King sprayed sweat from every pore , makin·g his ruffled
shirt stick to the rolls of sau~age· he had eaten over the years. The
moisture from his forehead had soaked into the cardboard crown , and the
lovingly printed Marks-a-lot started to run , making the words look like a
sixties-era horror film title.
Frantically cooking as much Waltzer's sausage as the griddle could
hold, Bob began to buckle under the ceaseless banter from the ever
intensifying crowd. Things like · "Hey mister, whereja get that stupid
looking outfit?" or "Hey Bob, cou ldn 't you get your wife to cook
breakfast?" accented the continu ing cry of "How much longer mister?
How much longer?" For sales' sake, the Sausage King managed to keep his
temper in check, although his reddened face showed that he was reaching
his boiling point.
Someone in the back of the crowd said, "I wou ldn't buy his sausage
anyway. It's filled with all the stuff that they scrape off the packing
house floor."
"Hey," somebody yelled. "You know why rats don 't eat Wa ltzer's
Sausage?"
"Why not?" someone else asked.
"'Cause they don't practice cann ibalism ."
This did it for Bob. The Sausage King 's face grew so red it looked
something like an over-inflated birthday ball oo n. His eyes had bulged, and
his lips curled back into a violent sneer. If his teeth had ground together
any harder, they would surely break. He clenched his fists , ready to
pounce on the next voice he heard.
Unable to single out any individual, he tu rned his rage on the entire
crowd. The Sausage King came out with a line of obscen ities that would
make even a sailor blush. He interjected many other wonderfu lly witty
insults and many other particularly nasty remarks about wives, ch ildren,
and mothers.
This whole escapade lasted at least a full five minutes, causing
everyone in earshot to stop and tu ne in to what was going on. Looking
back, it seemed the entire sto re had been locked in video freeze frame
except for the Sausage King .
The Sausage King's eyes were suddenly filled with terror when he
finally paused to breathe and realized the fatal mistake that he had made.
In the lull that followed, the crowd refined its vo ice.
A few of the men in front took the first hesitant step , fo llowed by a
13

mass surge. Like the scene from the movie where Davy Crockett swung his
empty rifle at the advancing Mexican soldiers, the Sausage King backing up
against the sausage case pulled one of the rolls of sausage from its
holster and swung it back and forth at the surging mob. Later it was said
that he looked like Samson fighting off the Philistines with the jawbone
of an ass--and losing.
Within minutes the county sheriff had arrived and hurriedly moved in
with several deputies to take away Bob "The Sausage King" Weltzer,
before any lives were lost.
The event will never be outdone, never forgotten in. that small
town 's history. In the days after the melee, the store management and
owners decided that, to protect themselves from libel , there wouldn't be
any more free handouts.
Months later, the Sausage King would have to shut down his
processing plant and move his family from the embarrassment. His last
known whereabouts were somewhere in Arizona, where he had opened a
small welding shop under the name "Wizard Bob's Welding."
Who would have ever thought that the little old ladies would believe
the anonymous phone caller and stay away from the store? Who could have
ever imagined that Sausage King Bob Weltzer wou ld ever go berserk over a
couple of little comments? Given a chance to go back--1 might have never
said them.
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Dreaming of War
by John Patrick Farrell
The moaning was driving him bloody well insane. For that matter,
he thought, this whole bloody war was driving him bloody insane. He
couldn't remember the last time he had slept, and the edges of reality
were blurring. He had shot the boy four hours ago during the German
assault--of that much he was sure--but the whole thing seemed rather
like a dream now, in the still quiet of the early evening . He had almost
begun to think that maybe it bad all been a dream when the moaning
started up again. He couldn't stand it! The deep, pitiful moans brought
him back to alertness. As he sat in his trench, the filthy water soaking
his trousers, John Southwell tried to focus his thoughts enough to recall
the day's events.
Until today , all the fighting he had seen had been sporadic shooting .
It was a bit like darts really, with rules and a sort of sportsmanship.
Each side had its own trenches , about one hundred yards apart, and they
would calmly fire at each other throughout the day. In between rounds of
shooting , why , you could talk with the bloke next to you, or have a bit of
bangers or whatever crap the cooks came up with that day.
It all seemed like a polite way to have a war, although a few of his
mates had the rotten luck of getting hit by German sharpshooters.
15

Generally though, most blokes got through each day by keeping their heads
down and blindly firing off a few rounds just to let the Jerries know they
were still here. They even played games with each other by holding a
helmet up with a stick to see how many shots it took the Jerries to hit it.
The Krauts were very good at th is--often taking as few as twenty rounds
--so one rarely stuck his own head above the trench. The worst part of
the whole affair was the exhaustion. What with the bitter cold and
constant rain, it was almost impossible to get any sleep, and one went
around in a kind of daze all the time. But all in all, John had begun to
think it wasn't much worse than the factory job he'd had !:>efore the war.
That all changed this afternoon.
He and young Billy Suggs were talking about their favorite pubs,
back home in Oxford. Billy had voted for the Eagle and Child on Greenhill
Street, but John argued that Henley's on Chapel Lane served better chips.
"That may be, but--" Billy said, then was cut off by a thunderous
roar from the enemy's side.
"Here they come lads, " the Sergeant-Major yelled, "up off yer arses
and let's greet them nicely!"
All along the trench line, startled men jumped up to see the enemy
charging at them. John looked out and saw with horror that already they
had covered half the distance, and even while the Sergeant-Major hollered
"Hold your fire," John and the others began to fire madly into the swarm.
He had never counted on th is type of fighting . The whole German army, it
seemed, was running and firing full-tilt right at their position, oblivious
to the deadly hail of fire from the British side. The Germans slowed a bit
as their comrades in front fell, but still they came, and John could see no
end to them.
Soon the air was thick with smoke, and bullets were flying in all
directions. The bark of gunfire became a deafening, continuous roar.
Germans dropped by the score , but they kept coming , closer and closer. he
lost count of how many rounds he had fired , and thought it impossible that
they might ever make it to the British side. But to his horror, as he
glanced to his right, he realized that a few of them already had broken the
line. The war became a gruesome, terrifying thing as more Germans
poured into the trenches, and a melee of close combat ensued. The
Sergeant-Major was brilliant: calling out orders while almost calmly
rushing to and fro, firing with his pistol. Billy Suggs, beside him, fought
like a whirlwind, beating back attackers one after the other. Men --Briti sh
and German--he could no longer tell one from the other--fought and
screamed all around him, and in his panic he froze , just stood there
holding his rifle, watching and waiting for it all to end .
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Then, it ended. The Germans--what was left of them--were being
pushed back, slowly at first, like an ebb tide . Then the British (excepting
John Southwell) gathered their strength and routed them back toward
their own lines. Soon only the stragglers and wounded were left,
tottering their way back, and . the· British let them go, ·too tired to chase
them .
John was still standing there watching it all, when over the edge of
the trench appeared a German holding nothing more than a bugle. Their
eyes locked for an instant and then, before he could think, John fired. In
that brief moment he saw that hil? enemy was only a boy, .not more than
fourteen years old. But it was to'o late to stop the bullet, and he saw the
boy, a look of surprise on his white face, clutch his stomach and stumble
backward, falling several yards away. The battle ended rather quickly
after that, with the Germans retreating to their own positions.
The brave British men cheered. There were remarkably few dead,
and those wounded were being attended to already. Everyone was quite
happy and full of themselves, except for John Southwell , who thought he
might just throw up. Not only had he frozen in battle, he had killed a
small boy who had obviously gotten lost in the confusion. But as the men
quieted down, he heard the most awful, painful moans not far away.
Chancing a look over the edge, he saw that the boy was still alive. He
resolved to help the boy, bring him back so the British medical officers
could attend to him, but he knew he would be shot by the Germans if he
crawled out in the open. He decided to wait until nightfall.
Now, several hours later, the poor lad was still moaning in pain.
The sky was finally darkening, though with the full moon it was only going
to get murky at best. Once again John longed for sleep, wishing that all
this could be a dream. He was utterly exhausted and might have been able
to sleep at last if the cursed moaning would only stop, but he knew it
wouldn't. He could sit here forever, and the moaning would always be
there to remind him of his crimes.
"What do you think, Billy?" he asked.
"You might just as well go now," Billy said. "If you're going to get
yourself killed over a jerry, it doesn't matter when ."
"Yes, I might just as well go now," and up and over the trench he
went. He expected to be shot straight away by the marksmen, but
apparently they had not yet seen him. He stayed as close to the ground as
possible, trying to will himself into flatness as he squirmed past dead
bodies. He would crawl a bit, then stop, acting dead himself, and raise his
head just enough to gauge his progress. He had listened to the boy groan
for hours (he would never forget the sound), and he inched in that
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direction. He had never felt so exposed, as if he might be seen at any
moment, and he wondered if he would feel the sniper's bullet when it
came.
But he crawled on. After what seemed like an eternity, Southwell
reached the boy. He was curled up tightly, in a fetal position. John gently
rolled him over, Yes, he thought, this is him all right. He knew he could
never forget that face--the blond hair, the big ears. For the second time
that day John and the boy met each others' eyes. At first the boy was
frightened and tried to struggle despite his pain, but he soon calmed, as if
he could sense that he was in no more danger. Southwell. shifted his gaze
to the wound in the boy's stomach. There was considerable blood, but he
was sure the boy would live if he could get medical help soon. "Hang on
lad," he said as he stood and lifted the boy, cradling him in his arms like a
baby. Immediately the German snipers began to fire at him. The bullets
were zinging all around as he ran back to the safety of the trench . Despite
his exhaustion, he fairly flew over the bodies in the battlefield, and he
could hear his mates urging him on as he zigged and zagged until finally ,
,
mindlessly, he made it.
He dropped down into the ditch, amid the cheers of his fellows, and
laid the boy down, desperately calling for a doctor. Within seconds a
medical officer was on his way over, and joyfully, Southwell bent down to
soothe the boy.
"Oh bloody hell!" he cried, as he saw it. The lad was dead. A
German sniper bullet had taken off the back of his head on the way back to
the trench . His face looked the same, though, as if he were asleep.
' "I wish l were asleep," John said to the boy. About then the medical
officer arrived .
"Right then, what have we got here?"
"Nothing ," Southwell said, "nothing but a dream."
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Chester
by Deborah Brown
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September 24, 1988, was_ my thirty-second birthday. It was not
really a milestone year, just ·a ·regular birthday. But I remember it
because it was the day Chester came into my life. When that 120-pound,
full grown, full-blooded Collie joined our family, my life changed forever.
Chester has affected my home, my environment, my sense of security, and
my sense of the absurd.
My habitat was modest and simple before he came along . I lived in
an apartment with a small patio, no yard. Now, I have a house with a huge
backyard. In my apartment, I could enjoy the coolness of autumn days by
opening the back door and allowing the cool breeze to flow through the
patio screen. In my house, I no longer have a screen. Chester clawed his
way through it one stormy night. This Rambo-in-fur was afraid of the
thunder and had to come in.
My environment has changed in many other ways since Chester
became a part of it. On the inside of my house, it was once rare to find a
stray hair anywhere. Now, the discarded hair that Chester so innocently
returns to the environment finds its way onto my furniture, my clothes,
my dishes--even my food . When my new furniture arrived last Christmas,
Chester romped through the house filled with excitement. 1 was amused
at his enthusiasm--until he started "marking" my brand new, ultimatein-style Southwestern sofa as a part of his territory .
The outside of my house also shows signs that Chester has come to
stay. Chester's claws have permanently etched the glass from top to
bottom of my seven-foot patio door from his frantic announcements of
impending thunderstorms . In addition , my lawn gets his special fertilizer
on a daily schedule. The weeds thrive on his droppings.
Housekeeping was possible before Chester took up his abode in our
home. Now, my vacuum bag overflows with his discarded hair, track-in
dirt, leaves, and stickers. He tries to be my "living" vacuum cleaner each
time he comes into the kitchen by eating any stray tidbit that falls to the
floor. All leftovers must be put away the moment a meal is completed or
else Chester becomes my living dishwasher as he licks up all the
remaining food directly from my serving bowls and good china. On the
other hand, I must admit he comes in handy when we break a dozen eggs on
the kitchen floor or when one of the kids spills a plate of spaghetti on our
white carpet.
Dealing with Chester has enhanced my problem -solving abilities.
For reasons I still do not understand, Chester once decided that somehow
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we were all captured by our backyard fence . He took it upon himself to dig
his way out and help us all escape. Daily he would dig and chew and
burrow his body under the fence. Then he would explore the neighborhood,
stopping traffic (no one would risk hitting such a big animal with their
car) and return home to proudly show me where had had ~dug his way to
freedom "AAroorff, AArooff" meant: "Come, guys. I found the way out!"
He was convinced he had rescued the entire famiiy from its pine-board
prison, and he was proud of it.
My husband paid the penalty for Chester's breakouts. Initially, he
confidently filled the holes. Chester only dug new ones. t:Jext, my spouse
dug a moat under the fence and filled it with concrete. That deterred our
canine momentarily until he discovered that he could actually .ruu the
fence boards. Arrgh!!! We won , though! We thwarted Chester's Missi on :
Impossible escape with the help of our brand new, and very expensive,
electric fence.
Days fill weeks, weeks fill months, and months fill years. As time
went by, Chester would teach me more about problem solving. Before
Chester came, I had a hard time taking care of my children 's cuts and
scrapes. My stomach turns on .. its own when I see blood. Last summer '
when Chester managed to get a six-inch cut in his front leg, I learned I
could stand the sight of blood; I could even look at his severed tendon and
exposed bone and not pass out. To my amazement, I calmly arranged for
our vet to surgically piece him back together, and for weeks I cared for
his wound. Of course, I was put out with him for getting hurt. Vet
appointments and wound care cost money and take time. We don't have
doggie insurance (you have to draw the line somewhere), but we learned
veterinarians are well paid. Very well paid. The expense added to my
exasperation.
Surprisingly though, I learned an unknown compassion. As a part of
his treatment, Chester was required to wear an Elizabethan collar. An
Elizabethan collar, named after the first Queen's fashion choice, is a huge
plastic funnel that looks like a dime store lamp shade extending from the
dog's neck past his nose to prevent him from tearing off the bandages to
lick his wound. (It's amazing just what a dog will lick.) My heart
softened. After all, even a dog--even Chester--should not be required to
look so ridiculous. No matter where he turned, this maddening device
would bump and bang and twist his head around. It would catch first this
side, then that one. He would look up with those wet brown eyes and
remind me that if he were a horse, we would have shot him. Watching him
survive that collar made me realize that even though my investment in his
care was significant, he had to pay his own price in pride. Before this
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event, I would have not given a dog 's inconvenience a second thought.
changed my thinking.
Prior to his arrival, I enjoyed Saturday afternoons. They were
unscheduled and hassle-free. Now I cram this Marmaduke into> my tiny car
and drive to the wide open spaces so he can walk me. He hauls me at
neck-breaking speeds to every tree for miles. He goes through every
mudhole and under every bush while I desperately run through his
obedience training. So far that has had no hold on him whatsoever.
Living with him brought planning considerations I never anticipated.
I remember a time when taking., a vacation with five people was merely
impractical. After Chester's arrival, however, vacations hecame
overwhelming. Spontaneity was impossible. Before, all I had to do was
arrange to be off work, see the travel agent, pack for five people, and be
gone. Now I have to either find a doggie sitter or arrange for a
reservation at the local kennel months in advance. Since Chester is so
energetic and big, this often poses a problem. Were you aware there is
such a thing as a blacklisted d.Qg?
One time we gave in to the ch ildren's pleading and took Chester
along on a day trip to see the dinosaur footprints embedded in the river.
He ate snacks in the station wagon, drank Coke, and threw up; when we had
to decide between McDonald's or Church's Chicken, Chester had the
deciding vote. He even got his own ice cream cone. Actually we had
bought it for one of the kids, but Chester gQt it. All predictable, all
normal. However, I began to real ize the absurdity of his company as 1
watched all three kids holding his leash and skiing beh ind this
preposterous animal while my husband calmly explained that we probably
would not be in much trouble if Chester actually dug up a dinosaur bone ..
as long as he didn't eat it. Especially if we returned it.
Chester has to be cleaned , sometimes vacuumed. Every spring the
family files out into the backyard loaded with doggie brushes and trash
bags. For the better part of forty-eight hours, we take turns untangling
his hair and removing his matted winter coat. Though our tugs are gentle,
our arms ache from the ordeal. I can only imagine how his skin must feel.
We'd like to sell his wool to weavers . The largest payload of discarded
hair we have managed to collect to date is two industrial-sized garbage
bags, filled to the brim. Now, if we cou ld just find a buyer. During the
summer when bath time arrives, we tie Chester to a sturdy tree. We
gather our supplies, including an industrial vacuum, a gallon of flea and
tick shampoo (with conditioner, of course), all my bath towels, a fiftyfoot garden hose, and a scrub brush. We considered a commercial car
wash, but we're certain that any observer wou ld report us to the SPCA.
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until I could come out. I can't remember who was easier to re-assure
'
Chester or the repairman.
When I drag 100-pound bags of food into the house, I sometimes
curse the choice we made in 1988. As I struggle with the bag,' I wonder
why I didn't go with that little . puff of fur called a Pekingese. I faintly
remember friends whispering "Cocker Spaniel" to me when I mentioned
getting a dog. I remember my little childhood mongrel with a mixture of
affection and chagrin. Life with Chester, my 120 pound nemesis, is
certainly different from what I anticipated. However, when his eyes light
up as he welcomes me when I c.ome in the door, I know the challenges are
well worth it. Although canine , Chester 'thinks' he's just ·another child . I
think he's right!

After the soap and water and barking and shaking and crying and
scratching, we feel like call ing them ourselves . . . after all , humans are
animals, too. Hands down , though, winter brings the worst of our troubles .
It is hard for me to open the door to let him go out for a quick bathroom
break because I know that he'll just find a mudhole on the way back in. He
shakes and tracks mud on the carpet since he dashes in' violently after his
pitstops instead of letting us wipe his paws upon re-entry. He's a longhaired northern breed, but a southern dog . It's ~out there . His indoor
baths make our house reek of moldy fur for days. We run four blow dryers
simultaneously, trying to dry him--he likes that. I had t~ought, prior to
February of this year, I had experienced every possible winter problem a
dog owner could face . Yet the day the ice storm hit the Metroplex, I
discovered I was wrong. With school called off, the kids frolicked in their
backyard ice rink constructed by Mother Nature. Chester joined in with
glee. Too smart to get out in such frigid weather, I watched their Winter
Olympics from the warmth of my hearth. After the children could no
longer feel their toes, they headed inside to join me by the fire. I just had
them take off their shoes and coats--simple. Cleaning Chester, on the
other hand, was a nightmare. He had sprouted icicles over his entire
trunk , dripped and frozen like t he underside of a highway truck down from
Wichita Falls. Frozen mud oozed from his toes and snout. He wasn't soft
any more; he was crusty. I had to clean him. The tender side of me could
not leave him outside, and the practical side of me could not allow him in
the house. I was the one who was too smart to go out in the cold, but I had
to stand out in sub-freezing weather on a slippery porch and de-ice a
wiggling dog.
Life with Chester has not been all challenges. Surviving his
boundless energy, his constantly shedding coat, and a digestive system
that actually accommodates wood , are on ly inconveniences we must live
with in order to experience the wonderful, warm sense of family and
security Chester provides.
Before Chester, my kids had on ly their parents to listen to them
when they needed to share their heartbreaks and problems. Now, Chester
often finds himself being a makeshift, silent counselor. While a young,
crying child is wrapped around his neck, pouring out heartfelt sorrow,
Chester patiently sits and listens. Soon, the crying child senses his
comforting care and feels better.
Before Chester, when my husband left for work all night, I had
reason to be worried. Now I have a living, breathing security system in
my backyard. I had his effectiveness proven to me one day when Chester
ran a repairman up the side of our house and kept him "treed" on the roof

In the lengthening shadows of an autumn evening, the hunter looks
out from the low hillock and across the sea of undulating grass. As he
watches the massive herd of bison grazing on the plain, his thoughts drift
back to the tales the old story teller recounted about the long-ago time
when the tribe walked across the snow and ice to a new homeland. It was
a time so far back that even the names of the great hunters have long
since been forgotten . It was a journey from ice to ice with but a fair
promise of sun and warmth, and herds without limit. Many generations
were to pass before the promise would be realized, but for now the
hunter's immediate concern is the fact that he is low on water and still
two days from home.
In the flickering firelight, he sits among his meager possessions: a
fire starting kit, a skin pouch of dried food , his favorite magic stones, a
long, slender spear with a flint point, another pouch of extra spear points
and point making tools , and finally a gourd of water. As he notices the
gourd he suddenly remembers that it has been leaking during the day and
he knows that the loss of water could be critical over the next few days
and that repair will be necessary before his long walk home across the dry
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by Bill Engelke
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plain. Upon examination he notices that the wooden stopper no longer
seals the mouth of the gourd. A small chip of wood has broken away from
the side of the stopper, allowing the water to escape . The chip is about
the size and shape of the thumbnail on his throwing hand: As he gazes at
the faulty plug, a feeling of unreality comes over nim.
The revelation comes to him in a flash . Dropping the gourd to the
ground, oblivious to the loss of the remaining water, he picks up the spear
and quickly unwraps the leather binding on the shaft and removes the
point. The shape of the point is common to his tribe and is fashioned in a
way that has remained unchanged over countless generati~ns. Turning the
glassy point over and over in his hand he realizes its basic flaw. It is
plug-shaped. In excited haste he unwraps his tool kit and prepares to
change the course of history.
From his kit he removes a small, black hammer stone, a piece of
bison horn, and a soft skin for gripping the point. As he examines the
point for texture and grain, he begins to formulate a method of flaking
that will allow the creation of a hollow, fluted channel on each side.
Working feverishly, first with the hammer stone and then with the horn,
he makes a gentle tap here, some pressure there--soon the point begins to
take on a new shape. During this process he envisions the huge animals,
wounded, bleeding copiously, falling dead from relatively minor injuries.
No longer will he have to track the wounded beasts over endless stretches
of plains, for now he can attack and dispatch them with ease .
In the last flickering light from his camp fire, he reassembles the
weapon and examines his new possession. With great reverence he places
the spear next to the magic stones and the fallen water gourd. As he lies
back on the soft, sweet-smelling grass, he looks up at the glistening
points of light in the black sky above and wonders about the changes that
will come with the new light of day.
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Jake's Eyes
by LaNese Hagerich
I heard her crying again I<;1st .n1ght. I love her so much, and I am so afraid of her
and for her. She always cries now. She screams at me a lot now, too. And when Dad
comes to pick me up for the weekend, she cries even more. It makes me feel guilty
because I want to go with my dad. He says he still loves me, but he doesn't love her
any more. That doesn't make sense to me. My grandpa says adults have different
ideas about life than children and that I will understand when I grow up.
I can't wait to grow up. I will bave a red Porsche with spoilers and aqua tread
tires. But those cost a lot of money. Mom is always worried about money. Sometimes
she scares me so much when she talks about not having any that I think about robbing
banks for her. I would do anything for her. She used to take such good care of me.
"Honey, are you still awake?" Oh, no, here she comes ...
"Yeah, I guess I'm just not tired."
"Jake, I'm sorry I hit you earlier; I can't seem to control my temper anymore , and
it seems like I take my anger at my failures out on you."
"It's okay, Mom."
"No, it's not; and it is time for us to get some help."
"Mom, I'm okay."
"Honey, I'm not, and I don't have a way to get better by myself."
"Mom, I'm tired."
"Okay, baby." She kisses me , and my cheek is wet. "Sleep tight and don't let
the bedbugs bite."
Oh, God. Please make her stop crying. I feel so guilty. What would I do if
anything happens to her? What if she leaves, too? My Dad . . . I don't know .. . .
I'm walking ... no, struggling through the forest. Briars and brambles are
tearing at my cape; my sword makes my hand ache because it is so cold here.
Flashes light up the sky as the volcano threatens to erupt. Lava hisses and steams in
red streaks. Where is she? I have to rescue her before she gets eaten by the
Gargoyle Giant Glopter. She's screaming . . . I'm running now, jumping high up on a
boulder, then down, running to the edge of the cliff ... no, it's an abyss! She's down
there. Oh , no, so is my girlfriend Elly! I can't make a choice. I must save them both ...
but how?
Twisted vines and roots lead downward to the darkness and screams. He
jumps on mel Cold, slimy skin and glowing purple eyes. He bites off my leg; my sword
drops; and I hear it ring as he snaps another bone off. White light and SMACK!
"Wake up, nerd nose!"
"Get out of my face, fish lips."
"Guys, no fighting . Let's just have a happy morning , okay? Let's just say we're
sorry and then get dressed."
I hit him with my pajama bottoms after she leaves the room. He yells.
"Did I hear 'Yes, ma'am'?"
Once more, comrades at arms, we roll our eyes and say, "Yes , MA'AM!"
"No, for the third time! Go brush your teeth, and your hair --it is sticking up all
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over your head."
~Get dressed--nothing else--no toys, no games; just get dressed!"
She's screaming again. Sometimes I think I can get small enough that she
won't see me. It doesn't matter if she's mad at him or me, she is going to hit me.
~I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, Mom, I'm ss .. . ahhh ..
Can't think or move for a while. This world is such a hard place.
_
~, can't remember what you said. What?"
~PUT YOUR SHOES ON IN THE CARl CAN YOU HEAR THAT?"
~Yes, ma'am."
Oh, God. Lecture time . I know this by heart.
No. 1. We have to make the family work.
No. 2. We have to cooperate to make the family work.
No. 3. We have to follow the rules to cooperate.
No. 4. We have to do our part to follow the rules.
She's winding down; now come the tears. Sometimes I don't know if it is my
pain or hers. I don't even know where we separate. I only know I wish this wasn't
happening and my dad would come home.
Riding in this noisy, beat-up old car is so uncomfortable. It is cold and hot and
crowded with us.
~Move over, Pete!"
~Get your hands off my book, Jake!"
~BOYS! That's enough!"
Relief ... school. Oh, God, here they come ....
~Hey, there's our noodle boy. Oh , how we've missed you so much, ravioli face."
Thunk--not my head again. Everybody keeps pounding it.
~Get off'a me, guys."
~Jakey Flakey, what's the matter? Don't you wanna play with us?"
~Leave me alone."
Bells. My ears or the school's? Oh, thank God for books. They don't scream,
cry, call me names, or hit my head.
· ~Yes, ma'am, I've done my homework; but I can't find it right now; I know it's in
here some place."
~Yes, ma'am, I'm waiting for you to let me go to the bathroom."
STOP
If I could just ... .
~How was your day, sweetheart?"
~Fine."

~what

did you do in school today?"

~Nothing ."

~Jake, why don't
~sorry, Mom."

you talk to me? I'm so tired of getting zero response from you."

"Yes."
do you want for dinner?"
don't care."
:,
"Jake, I don't .. . never mind."
AHHHI Nintendo time.
"Take that, you I"
~Hahl Mom, I beat the third world!"
I'm Mario, Bart, Donnatello, the Black Ninja, a pilot. I'm invincible.
"Stop it, Pete!" "Mom , he just ripped the Nintendo controller out of my hands on
purpose."
~Pete, leave your brother alone. Go to your room if you can't follow the
·
no-fighting rule."
~Fart face."
"Mom, he's calling me names now."
"Peter, I've had enough! Leave the room or get a spanking!"
~what

~I

Dinner.
this food is great! Can I have some more macaroni , please? And maybe
some more sausage?"
"What's for dessert?"
"Yeah, frozen yogurt, can I have three scoops?"
"Boys, I have some news for you. I am going away for a few days, and your
grandmother is going to take care of you."
"No , don't leave us."
"How long, and what for?"
~well, I've been sick, and I need to go away for a while to get better. I will be
back as soon as I can. I want you to know how much I will be thinking about you and
loving you. And even though we won't see each other, I won't forget how special you
both are. I promise to be back as soon as possible."
Darkness and no crying tonight. Maybe things will be better. Maybe, just
maybe, we can be a family again like she says ....
Swollen river. Brown with mud and jungle all around me. I'm sweaty, with
mosquito bites all over. My raft is slipping under, and my supplies are low. I know this
water has crocodiles and piranha. Going under. Sharp teeth ripping my arms, my
face. Oh, I can't see anymore .. . .
"Honey, are you okay?"
"Oh Mom, I'm so scared, and I miss you so much. I miss you ... I'm so lonely."
"Jake, come here. On my lap. Everything will be better now, I promise. We
have so much to look forward to. We'll be okay."
! I I, • ~
"Good night, love."
I hear the door click softly.
~Mom,

.,

~That's

it? That's all you have to say?"
~uh, huh."
~Do you have any special friends at school? I never hear you talk about any.
That's right; you never talk."
~No."

~Did

you go to recess?"
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Pipe Dreams
(for River Phoenix)
by Melissa Marinnie

Be Mine
by Malcolm Norman

Graceful limbs floating on air
wistful, willowy, weightless wonders
stretching endlessly evermore
for that great white hope.
Or was it just a pipe dream?
One who once danced
to the beat of a different drummer
has no choice now
but to
face the music.

Visitation 2 a.m.
by ~erry Andrews
Moving in the dark,
Tai Chi stretches to work off frustration ,
A Doors c.d . spinning out songs ;
Music is the Muse.
Music is a doorway through the decades.
Music and I summoned Jim.
He stood behind me, laughing over my shoulder.
He laughed and I wondered.
He laughed and I realized .
He laughed and I laughed with him.
Stretch to the right - laugh,
Stretch to the left - laugh.
"Now you've got it man!" he laughed,
And went back to singing .
Thanks for stopping by, Jim,
I needed a friend.
I felt him wink a whisper.
"Anytime"
As he faded back into the song.
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Mrs. Blackworth was ninety-three years old, but if it hAtln't been for
her arthritic joints, undoubtedly she would have been out with all of us
neighborhood kids playing catch, hide and go seek, and climbing the
occasional tree. She loved all the children who lived around her, and most
possibly all the children in the world.
Mrs. Blackworth didn 't have any family of her own. Her husband had
died many years before, and she didn't have any of her own children, but
my mom once told me that she had a child that was stillborn, and because
the medical treatment during that time was lacking, she couldn't have any
more of her own. This, I always thought, was the reason that she loved all
the children.
Maybe it was because I lived next door, but l often thought that she
had a special place in her heart for me. She always had something special
for me at the holidays. Popcorn balls and candy apples at Halloween.
Cookies in the shape of Christmas trees adorned with green sprinkles and
Red Hots at the tips of the boughs to look like ornaments at Christmas
time .
The only holiday she did not celebrate was St. Valentine's Day. l
later found out that, not only did she lose her only child on that day, but
her husband also had the misfortune to pass away on that very same day.
Later on in life, I often thought about how strange it was that the day
when love was supposed to abound, was the day that held for the biggest
heartache.
I often had the job of delivering her groceries, as was a regularly
rotating job of all the families in the neighborhood. She would always
give me a quarter, which I would always try to refuse, but in her
persuasion I always accepted this gratuity, only to use it on soda or candy.
It was on one of these days in February I had just delivered her
groceries, and as usual she offered me the quarter, and as usual, I tried to
refuse. Once again, I was persuaded to take the quarter to go do with
whatever I pleased .
Since St. Valentine's was the next day, the stores were loaded with
chocolate hearts, marshmallow bunnies and chicks , and the tiny candy
hearts with sayings on them like "Be Mine." I found it hard to decide upon
a confectionery delight in which to indulge, and therefore found myself
walking up and down the rows until I happened upon the racks of
Valentine's cards .
A strange thought came over me, and rather than wait to spend my
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money on candy for myself, I thought about Mrs. Blackworth. I thought
about how she felt on Valentine's, and that if I bought her a card it might
just lift her spirits. I carefully chose one of the more prilliant cards
adorned with a small child and bouquet of flowers with a short poem on
the inside, paid for it, and borrowed a pen from the lady behind the counter
to sign my name.
After I had finished, I ran to Mrs. Blackworth's house and knocked on
her door. It always took her some time to come to the door because she
walked with a cane, but I waited patiently. When she finally cracked open
her door, I handed her the card through the crack and said, "Happy
Valentine's , Mrs. Blackworth," and ran off before she could give me any
response.
1 had a good feeling after that, but as the day wore on into evening
and through the excitement of Valentine's the next day at school , I gave it
less and less thought.
Later that evening , an ambulance arrived next door. My mom said
that they had found her in her ~ed and that she had died during the
afternoon. Beside her bed the table lamp was still on , illuminating a
solitary Valentine card .
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stumbles a bearded man
(grandfather of the pavement)
knots protrude from a crowd of gray
(so many clouds in a dismal sky)
hung loosely on his shoulders
(an ancient burden)
a dirty drab weave
Tattered
Patched
Used
shuffles the grim
under heavy boots
claiming a bare space
(a brief home)
for a mere eternity
(loneliness rides the wind)
a companion
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Childhood's End I Childhood's Beginning
by Jerry Andrews
Timmy went to the park one day.
Timmy went to the park to play.
Timmy's friends weren't there .
Timmy's friends weren't anywhere.
·
Timmy sits and wonders why.
Timmy sits and starts to cry.
Timmy doesn't know what to do.
Timmy doesn't know he's ninety-two.
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Immediacy of the Moment
by Mike Amador
On barstool pain I wage my war
in dark sheet hotels of empty
car lot desires, I try my hand,
carnivorous heaps of dark mangled
taste of succulence, attained
in forgotten words of
painted shower caps and
reasoning, left in vain .
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Motherhood: The Roles Within a Role
by Susan Sisk Martin
To the observant, she is easy to recognize . A stressed-out type may
be seen with a cigarette dangling from one hand and a beer can clutched
firmly in the other, while a more subtle type may merely sport a vacant,
preoccupied expression. Unlike an actor, whose rehearsed performance
usually consists of a singular role, she can play an over-whelming amount
of impromptu roles with unfaltering grace and style. So, without further
ado, please welcome Mother, a shining star in the life of _her family.
The role of Hygiene Queen belongs to Heidi, whose responsibility is
to educate her children about the importance of cleanliness. She
tirelessly sings the praises of soap , deodorant, and toothpaste and
emphasizes why these products are paramount to keeping old friends and
making new ones. Every day, she spews out such pearls of wisdom as:
"Cleanliness is next to godliness!"
"A clean body is a healthy body!"
"Perfume is not a substitute for soap!"
Heidi repeats herself often , but unfortunately, her teachings fall upon deaf
ears (due to wax build-up, no 'doubt). She constantly sends her children
into the bathroom to brush their teeth only to have them constantly
emerge from that bathroom with teeth still dirty enough to grow
vegetables on.
Then there's Millicent, the Etiquette Enigma, who realizes that her
role as the enforcer of good manners is that of a thousand-mile journey.
Knowing that children are born slothful heathens, she tries to practice
tolerance; however, mealtime is always such a trial. As her children
obnoxiously and defiantly slump halfway into their dinner plates,
resembling pigs at a slop trough, it takes all the composure she can
muster to resist pushing them on in the rest of the way . Instead, Millicent
displays admirable patience and self-control as she proceeds to explain to
her children about why good table manners are important in a civilized
society.
Meet Nanette, the Neat-nik, who tries in vain to keep an orderly,
clutter-free house. Nanette worries about how her children will one day
function in the adult world, as they seem to lack the knowledge and
gumption necessary to perform even the simplest of tasks, such as
dumping ice trays or changing a roll of toilet paper. However, Nanette
does take comfort in the fact that if their dwelling were ever burglarized
during the night, the children would be safe, as their bedrooms become
deathtraps to anyone who wanders through once the sun goes down .
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Sometimes there are circumstances that demand several of
Mother's roles to unite, as necessary, to see her family through a cnststype situation. An excellent example of this is when Child A brings home
the dreaded vomiting virus. Conversations amongst the role players may
go something like this:
Nurse Hanna (to vomiting Child A): "Let me hold your head,
dear, then I'll give you a nice, warm bath."
Aseptic Anna (to herself): "Gotta disinfect, quick, before
Child B and Spouse catch this!"
Dietetic Susanna (to her spouse): "Honey, dqn't eat that
summer sausage; it won't taste so great on its way back up
your esophagus!"
Finally, at the end of a long-suffering, God-forsaken day, Diabolical
Delilah may emerge. When rudely pushed to her limit, she may harbor
terrible thoughts, such as furnish ing her children with a loaf of bread and
a map to the nearest orphanage. She sometimes considers dumping them
out in the country, except there's always the chance that they might find
their way back home. Delilah is also a bit of a wanderlust who
occasionally entertains the thought of leaving home to join a circus;
preferably one in faraway China. But once her darlings have retired for
the evening and resemble sleeping angels, Delilah silently admonishes
herself for thinking such wicked thoughts and is immediately transformed
into Guilt-ridden Gloria.
Mother's roles are ever-changing and never-ending, so please give
her an enthusiastic round of applause for she is truly all things to all
people. The awesome effort and responsibility that accompany each role
make her a super-human phenomenon. Could it be that a more complex
force is really at work here? Could Mother possibly be afflicted with
multiple personalities who manipulate her as if she were a mindless
marionette? Or is it ~who's in control , skillfully juggling her roles,
day in and day out, with everything always in perspective? Perhaps it's a
little of both! Heh-Heh-Heh!
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On Moving or "Moving On"
by Christine Droubie
The sun was shining, and that made this easier, this wrenching , this
tearing, this moving to Texas. Moving day was here, and there were things
to be done and good-byes to be said. The girls find I tackled the tasks with
our usual style of great enthusiasm and much chaos . The dog was
overdosed but eventually sent ahead, and the car keys were lost but
another set found . The neighbors who had shared a dozen years of strong
living were all lined up on the lawn. The man next door stood with tears
in his eyes, but were they tears of joy or sadness? He never did quite
understand the busy life of adolescence. Everyone was hugged, and the
girls pealed off to the airport to American Airlines flight number 9. Me, I
went back and stood for a moment in the entry of my beautiful old house.
It was so polished and shiny, so ready for whomever . The lingering sounds
of laughter, tears, and chatter echoed around me as I turned and closed the
door for the last time .
I never expected the throngs at the airport. There they all were,
friends, family, and dozens of_ young people who had sat at our round table,
danced in our basement, and cared for our daughters. People we knew just
didn't move away from Saint Paul, Minnesota. Generations deep, we had
been mired in a community where, when asked, "Where are you from?"
they meant "What parish?" not what township, city, or state. Not quite
understanding how this could happen, the girls wept openly, and the boys
wore sunglasses. Time to board, the crowd burst into laughter; we had
lost the tickets , of course! Final ly, they were found, clutched in the fist
of a frozen boyfriend.
With the laughter in our ears, we boarded the plane. Sobbing , we
clutched bouquets of flowers as well as each other. "I can't do this!"
whispered one daughter, but she did, and so did we all.
The plane landed, and we saw sunshine here too! There stood the
husband and father. Proud of his new city , his new job, anxiety and worry
all over him, we let him hold us. There we were; what didn't seem
possible had actually happened. And so once again , in our usual style we
put a foot forward, and we tackled Texas .
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Unshri ven
by LaNese Hagerich
want to know who hurt you , ch ild.
Who made you · so afraid?
Whose ills upon you r back are piled?
I can remember when you smiled,
and on your face , no shade.
I want to know who hurt you, ch ild.
What creature cou ld have so defiled,
and shadow on you laid?
Whose ills upon your back are piled?
I want to know whose hand has styled,
and caused you r heart to fad e.
I want to know who hurt you , child.
Tell me, while patience is not riled,
what name have you to trade?
Whose ills upon yo ur back are piled?
To think of your pain makes me wild,
to know that you have paid.
I think I know who hurt you, child.
My ills upon your back are piled.
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GAEA
by Denise L. Stenger
Our mother Earth weeps acid tears .
Her children lie dying , drowning ,
gasping--stained with her blood
stolen from long buried veins. The bruised skies protest their rape
at dawn and sunset -livid hues crying out their passion
against the poison in the once pure heavens.
A madonna turned unwilling whore,
her countenance ravaged by greed -Her tresses are sheared and turned to waste
to litter her once fresh face .
Too soon a hag, who yesterday promised forever.
Now barren, stripped of bloom and youth .
Is the end so near, that once could never be?
From her ashes comes no new life.

Portrait of a Certain Young Woman
by Aaron K. Roe
• I

I've returned my br!Jshes to their holder;
the canvas untouched.
Among the wooden pews, waiting and waiting ,
you found sitting still too much.
Here w ith brown, your ~ound nomadic eyes
that glance to the North Star
then stagger back beneath their lids.
Here your hands, folding tents in a plantless field.
It all washes away : all the paintings on the windows
run and drip from the sills;
all the murmurs from your tongue:
at your feet, spilt pearls drowning in the mud,
unstrung .
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Of Trials and Error
by Joshua Garoon, Paschal High School • ,

Place

5 Day Sleepwalk
by Robert Bosquez, Jr., Paschal High School
Anybody can wake from sleeping
Eyes don't have to be open
Birds never sing in real life anyway
We continue the cycle
Wake up Monday
5 Day Sleepwalk
Friday paycheck
Sleep
River flows
Father comes home with dirty fingernails and a loaf of bread
Drinks his morning coffee
Leaves before the Sun
Not a word
Nobody noticed
Motor breaking silence
Hand waves from my broken window
As Mother rehearses for the end of the world

Recall that E5cplorer
Who went in search of Truth
took road both low and high
searched in every shadow
found Her in secluded cave old haggard scarred
and recall as He moved to leave
She asked Him one boon,
that He might grant
"tell them I'm beautiful"
so much for truth .
the Prophets of the Days of Yore
are gone -crumbled into ashes;
The Judges have long since
passed into dust;
with only drunkards and lunatics
to take their place,
though they know not
a hawk from a handsaw
The Hollow Men our philosophers
yet
they have nothing to do or say -Carpe Diem,
but Nothing you say can be held f(or) against you
in the Court of Time.
the Pendulum swings right then left,
East then West,
North by Northwest;
never finding dead Center.
Always a Hung Jury, Case Dismissed.
It is a simple Case
of mistaken identities .
We have assumed the roles
of the Mice
yet our plan's still
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awry
We Swear to tell the Truth,
Whole and nothing
but
for us, Perjury is a
Way of life.
No further questions,
Your Honor.
Third

Place

"$10 Worth of Gas Will Get You Anywhere"
by Christina Williams , Richland High School
The road is calling me-in the loud, incessant
whispers
of squealing tires and revving engines.
I take oft
to meet my destiny-my finest fate.
I am traveling
through the winding roads of life
and the world .
I sing loud and clear and
off-key
to the songs in my mind
only I can hear.
No one is here to listen .
I'm not sure where I'm going-1 have no concrete plans.
All I know
at this moment
is that the beat-up Chevy in front of me
is driving too slow
and that life is passing me by
all too fast.
The sun is setting--shining in my eyes-and I realize that the sunvisor, like life,
is too short.
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RODEO DREAMER

by Shawn Hampton, Haltom High School
I sat up there in the stands
the smells of dirt, leather, and manure
filling up my nostrils.
the announcer's voice booms
through the arena.
I tuned it 04t and listened
to the sounds of cowboys
gettin' ready and the workmen
of the grounds.
Ever since I saw that first Rodeo
I said "I'm a gon' do that!"
Now, my dream has come true,
I'm a wild bronc rider.
The feel of my hand
bound up in the riggin ',
that wild bareback bronc
buckin' underneath .
And the sound of my spurs
rackin' 'em down.
Some people call me crazy,
they just don't understan'.
They don't see anythin' 'cept
"busted bones, sore muscles,
and bruised bodies."
And "Why?" they ask.
'Cause just sometimes for eight seconds,
you become a part of that wild animal
and you make magic. ....
You become just as wild
and crazy as that insane bronc
tryin' to fling ya into the dirt.
Then the buzzer rings,
the pick up man sets you down
and you're standin' there
with the crowd yellin'.
It's a natural high
to which nothing can compare .
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The following narrative, set in an American inner city
school, contains a reali stica lly depicted act of violen ce ,
accompanied by equally realistic language undoubtedly offensive to
some. Our judges and editors agree, however, that it is a
literarily sound piece of writing from the pen of an exceptionally
talented young writer.
In keeping with our sacred obligation t o
preserve and defend literary integrity, we publish it without
censorship or apology, inviting our community of readers to
exercise their freed o m to control their individual intellectual
experience.

"Wake up Bailey, time for school." Bailey cracked his eyes
to see his mother's petite figure at his doorway.
She was just a
shadow because the brightne ss of the hall light glared behind her
and crept into his dark room.
"Come o n Sweetie, breakfast is
ready." "Okay, I'll get up," he interrupted. Bailey left his
eyes half opened as he turned on his lamp to filter its bright
gleam. After the glare had ceased, Bailey attempted to open his
eyes all the way.
"Ow," he moaned as he looked into his dresser
mirror.
Bailey ' s left eye was swollen almost completely shut and
was tinted with a purple bruise.
"God, kill the wuss in me," he
said to his reflection in~ disgusted voice. Bailey stared in
repugnance at his blackened face for a few minutes. He hated
himself.
He felt that his life was like a broken record playing
over and over again in monotonous repetition. "Just like good o l'
Holden Caulfield," he said to himself. Bailey often compared
himself to that passive character in The Catcher in the Rye to
justify his own inert reactions to violence , bullies, and girls.
While riding in the family wagon on the way to school,
Bailey's mother rambled o n about Bailey's fictitious new
girlfriend. "So how is it with you two lovebirds?" she asked in
the .chirpiest manner. Bailey sat silently staring out of his
window at the depressing slums of his neighborhood in Chicago.
Bailey was too busy contemplating the tactics of dodging his
tormentors to reply.
"Honey?" she persisted.
"Fine, Mom, really
great," he said, sharply snapping out of his trance. The car
rolled to a stop in front of the school.
"Have a good day,
Sweetie," she said, just as June Cleaver wo uld have said it,
"and
stay away from those pop-flies." Normally at this time, Bailey
would have griped at his mother for pulling so close to the sch ool
in the pea-green station wagon. But, today he was too uneasy; and
his mind was elsewhere, so he didn't really notice the car ' s
locat ion in reference to the school building.
After Bailey shut the car door and his mother drove away, he
stood there a moment looking around him and examining all the
students in the schoolyard, trying to identify the boys who were
responsible for his swollen brow. He decided that if he saw them,
and if they approached him, he would take a stand for himself.
But, deep inside Bailey's cowardly heart he knew that he wo uld
turn with his head down and try not to be noticed as h e did every

day. Bailey really hated himself for this routine. He didn't
spot the intimidating ruffians so confidently walking to the east
side of the building, where his locker was located. As he entered
the school-building, he felt naked and defenseless, as he always
did at school .
.,
When Bailey reached his . locker, he unscrambled his
combination and pulled the Locker door open to get his books.
Inside were the remains of a flower arrangement he had bought two
months ago to give to Jennifer Lewis, the girl he was dating, or
so his mother thought. The truth is, he never got up enough guts
to give them to her and ask her out.
Standing there with his books in his band , Bailey's eyes were
fixed on the rotting bouquet.
It made Bailey sad. "Hey, it's the
man of the hour," a post pube'scent voice said in a cocky way.
Bailey knew he was being addressed, and his heart dropped to the
floor.
He turned around, keeping his head down and looked through
his shag of hair that hung down past his eyes at Rodney Vasquez
and his gang of hoodlums.
Rodney's face was mean and scared, and
it made Bailey sick when he saw it . Bailey really hated him, even
more than he hated himself.
"So, pussy cat , move that hair out of
your face and let us see your shiner," Rodney demanded in a thick
Chicago-Spanish accent.
Bailey did not move, nor did he say a
word in response, but deep within his heart a bonfire of hatred
was eating up his insides with the desire to ruthlessly smash
Rodney's head in. "Come on, look up and let me see your fuckin'
eye, pussy cat," he said; "I'm talking to you, let me see, pussy.
. . cat." This time Rodney left a long pause between the two
words pussy and cat , stressing the first word. Bailey still
stood there, motionless and staring through his locks of hair at
Rodney.
"Don't you eye-ball me like that, pussy cat. Don't you
ever fuckin' eye-ball me like that." Bailey stayed as frozen as
he was before. He wanted to run, but his legs wouldn't cooperate.
"Okay, mother fucker, you must want to start some shit," Rodney
said as he gave Bailey a quick shove. Bailey ' s back hit the
locker from the force of the push , but in no other way did he
respond to Rodney's provocative action.
"Oh, maybe pussy cat
doesn't want any shit, but I bet our little faggot would like
something long and bard between his fine little legs .
right, pussy cat?" Rodney said. "Yeah, that's what he wants," one
of the bullies added.
The gang of punks the n picked Bailey up as if he were a
battering ram and forced his legs apart. They walked with Bailey
through the hall, gaining speed and spreading his legs further and
further apart. By this time , Bailey wasn ' t even trying to resist
in any way. He knew it was hopeless; and before he even realized
what exactly was going on , the boys s mashed his crotch against a
pole that was used as a supportive pillar in the middle of the
hall. "Feels nice, huh, pussy cat , " Rodney said as tbey dropped
him on the cold, tile floor.
After the gang left him, Bailey sat in the hall whimpering
and bending over in excruciating pain . He hated crying more than
anything else , but Bailey was crying out of humiliation, not out
of pain. And, he couldn't stop. While Bailey sat there bawling ,
students passed by him staring, pointing, and whispering. This
not only fueled the blaze of hatred a nd anger in Bailey's heart,
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First

Place
God Kill the Wuss in Me ·
by Steven Schilling, Haltom High School

Second

but it also fueled the machine that was ripping and tearing at
what was left of hi s pride.
Throughout that day at schoo l, Bailey replayed what they had
done to him over and over again in his head, and each time his
fire grew and grew and kept growing. He wa~ ful l of hatred.
After sixth period, Bailey had to stay in detention for being
tardy to first period, and in that thirty minutes hate boiled
vigorously in his chest.
"God , kill the wuss in me," he mumbled
to himself again and again for the full thirty minutes. When
detention was over, Bailey grabbed his books and his bag and
walked into the hall to go to his l ocker.
When he entered the hallway, he saw Rodney and his punks at
the other end. "Hey, pussy cat!" Rodney sho uted, "Feel a little
bow-legged?" Bailey turned and started walking the · other way, and
suddenly the fire in his chest burned out of control. He made a
quick detour into the snack room where the Coke and candy machines
were kept, and he nervously retrieved several quarters from his
pocket. Bailey pumped his change into the machine, and it
produced many cans of soda. Bailey then stuffed all of the soda
cans into his canvas book-bag and waited.
Soon enough, Rodney and his friends entered the snack room
and cornered Bailey.
"Trying to hide from us, pussy cat?" Rodney
asked . "I'm talking to you . . . . are you bow-legged, or maybe
you did enjoy it . . . . . Huh, pussy cat?"
"Eat me, you mother fucker,• Bailey said as he swung his
heavy bag over his head and down onto Rodney's head. When the bag
hit Rodney, Bailey could hear the solid metallic sound of the cans
cracking Rodney's skull. After the initial blow, Bail ey continued
swinging his bag until, finally, Rodney's lifeless corpse lay
there, covered with blood and the fizz that spe wed from the cans
that had split open during impact. Then, Bailey stood there, out
of breath , looking at his piece of work in amazement and confusion
over what he had done.
By t his time Rodney ' s bullies had fled and
were not around.
It wa s just Bailey and the battered carcass of
Rodney Vasquez.
Bailey dropped his bag, slumped against the wall and buried
his head between his knees.
He started crying , but this time he
was not ashamed . . . . . . . because he had lifted his burden . .
. . . the wu ss.
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My Summer Christmas
by Jason Tapp, Haltom High School
The most vivid memory of my eighth grade year of summer camp, let
alone of my life, occurred on. Thursday night. A group from my church was
heading back to the dorms from evening worship. It was late enough to be
dark, but there was just enough light left for the sky to be blue . . . indigo
blue. We crossed a lengthy pedestrian bridge spanning a dry riverbed full
of many weeds some hundred feet below. To our right, in a large arch,
huge trees encircled the bridge like an amphitheater. It looked like
Christmas had come to June. Thousands of fireflies blinked on and off in
the trees, looking as if white Christmas lights had been hung throughout
the vast expanse of branches by God himself. Not one tree was unadorned.
1 sat in the middle of the bridge for a moment, just to enjoy the
experience. I savored the moment; however, the experience was
shortened, but not ruined by the counselors' voices beckoning me in from
the growing darkness into the safety of the dorm.
Now, I'm a senior. Since that eighth grade summer, many camp
experiences have come and gone, but in my mind the lights of Ouachita
will forever burn in celebration of my summer Christmas.

A Kodak Moment
by Linda Glenn, Haltom High School
The melancholy mallard sees
the world as the world is.
A willow is just a willow,
A trout is just a fish,
and a cracker crumb, just a crumb.
The jovial jersey sees
the world as she wants to see the world .
Her stable is the grand palace of the king,
The farmer is the hero in her romance novel,
and the grass is caviar on a Carr's table water biscuit.
The wishful white-tail sees
the world as the world was meant to be.
The depleting forest is a lush mountain top,
The cruel hunter is a gentle ranger,
and the salt licks have no razor blades.
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Honorable Mention
Third

Place

The Wrath of Velveeta Cheese
by Rebecca Gomez, Haltom High School

One Soul Forever
by Kara Garner, Richland High School

It all boils down to this. There are three kinds ot hot sauce:
authentic, watered down tomato juice, a.nd the ever popular "I don't know
what to put in it" spice rack potpourri. Perhaps it's just the Hispanic side
of me, but when learned people attempt a cultural art form and actually
have the gall to serve it to friends, I must speak out.
It is not just the hot sauce that irritates me so much; that is just a
condiment among a plethora of delightful dishes. But, almost every type
of Tex-Mex food has been abused and disguised among Wolf Brand Chili and
Velveeta Cheese. Maybe I'm too used to home or perhaps intolerant of a
cuisine my family has reared us kids to respect as a religion; but it you
are in need of a good recipe, or even a decent restaurant, give so meone
who knows a call. Don't be ashamed; it's better to stop it now than wait
until you are found out by a connoisseur.
Immediately, upon walking into El Taro, (accent over the t ) 1
realized the un-authenticity of. the establishment. I sat down, looked at
the menu, and searched for a "safe bet." I noticed the caption under the
deluxe nachos, "We serve 1 00% real cheese." That was comforting. 1
decided to order the cheese enchiladas in enchilada sauce. I must admit
the reason for even going into unexplored territory was because a friend
recommended the restaurant as "absolutely the best."
When my food arrived I looked confusedly at the cloudy soup
bubbling back at me, "I'm sorry ... I ordered the cheese enchiladas."
, . "The cheese enchiladas in sauce. That's it, hon."
"Oh, right." Well, it definitely didn't look like what I thought
enchiladas should look like, but I reached for my fork. I attempted to cut
a bit off. I sawed, I forked, and finally got one dripping piece of unsightly
enchilada. I lifted it to my mouth. The details are still blurry; 1
remember the taste of a salty piece of lukewarm burlap and cheese. 1
distinctly remember 100% real cheese. As I politely chewed (gnawed) the
rest and took a hearty swig of Coke, I didn't know if I could finish . 1
marked this as yet another failure on the ever-growing list of Mexican
restaurants .
An additional onion or a few shreds of cheese does not the Mexican
dish make. Whether it is hot sauce or cheese enchiladas, some people just
cannot tell the difference between Taco Bell and the real stuff.

He sits on a pillow gazing out toward the window. His fur reveals 'that yellowish
tint of snow that has been trod upan, A few strings are all that is left of a once puffy tail.
Huge feet and two arms barely show out of the shirt. You can slightly see, around his
neck, the delicate white this teddy bear was.
All throughout the room evidence of a modern life, not one of a child, is seen
everywhere. A jet black bedspread on a bed is beside a black rocker. White walls are
arranged, not with crowded posters and cutout pictures, but with a symmetrically
perfect setting of portraits and framed verses. In the corner behind ·the closet door is a
heap of books and papers, and on the dresser are stamped letters ready to be mailed
to colleges.
A stranger would consider the bear out of place, a thing set there by mistake.
No one but a single girl knows he is alive, full of feelings. Stuffed not with cotton but
with years of emotions and memories. The everyday person does not notice the place
where his fur is clotted together from dried tears or realize the right side of his fur lies
flat from hugs of love, happiness, and frustration . He is what is left of a child forced to
mature from experiences and age. Wherever she journeyed, he journeyed. Whatever
she felt, he felt. A comforter, a listener, a companion that will never violate her trust or
loyalty, he is filled with a piece of her soul that will never die. Numerous times she has
held him in her arms and rolled into a ball like a newborn attempting to find comfort in
his mother. He sits in an empty house on his pillow, gently placed there earlier that
morning.
At the same moment a young woman sits in her classroom, intent upon her
teacher but wondering what the future holds. She is ambitious and self-confident,
ready to conquer the world; but deep inside, in the shadow of her soul, sits that small
girl aching for her teddy bear to bring her comfort and keep her strong.
Back at the house the front door slams and shatters the silence. Home from
school, the girl's brother runs through the house gathering all the pillows and stuffed
animals he can find. He then places them all, including her bear, in a pile on his floor.
From his top bunk he looks down and plunges into the pile. As he lands, seams and
threads yield to the weight. Eventually, he becomes bored and runs off to discover
more mischief.
Hours later the girl walks into her room carrying a cup of hot chocolate in one
hand and a book in the other. She slowly tries to take off her house shoes and climb
into bed while blowing the rising steam from the burning chocolate. Once comfortable,
she opens her book and reaches for her bear, only to find it missing. Her relaxed
mood becomes restless and annoyed as she looks desperately around. While getting
out of bed she calls her little brother in the tone of a mother who has.caught her son in
mischief. He is seen running by, avoiding her gaze, and he comes back with the teddy
bear in his arms, apologizing fiercely. He has learned not to touch her bear.
She climbs into bed once again, this time ignoring her book. She holds her
bear and sips hot chocolate, thinking about her day. Every once in a while you can
see her squeeze him lovingly. When the hot chocolate is finished, she turns out the
light and lies down. The teddy bear and she are together. Her soul is one again.
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First

P1ace

An 'A' and a Mate Part 6
by Bill Barksdale, Richland High School

'l1ie sliort story tliat I liave to write for a rea{[y nifty sclioCarsliip tliat wif{
lie[p me get a gooa jo6 ana not some 6urgerj[ippi11tJ worK_sl!_mewliere aitliougli
I'm not putting tfown 6urgerjfipping. r.But, it s a6out_ fife in liigli scliooL
The dim hallway was empty. Somewhere, the sound of the janitor
was heard, but other than that, there was silence. Then, but for only a
brief moment, a light flickered. Instantly, the corridor was no longer
empty. The greatest mind that ever lived had appeared in the hallway,
along with his body. He looked around and quickly began to walk towards
the door. Our hero's journey was shortly stopped by a janitor blocking his
path .
"What are you doing here ?" he asked.
"I was, um, just getting my books out of my locker," said the
student.
"What's your name?" he asked.
"Bill.
Bill Barksdale/
"Hey, aren 't you that really smart guy that everyone likes?"
"That's me," replied Bill.
"Well, I don't know what you 're doing here, but you shouldn't be in
this hallway. Schoo l ended about two hours ago."
"I just got out of band, and I needed to get my homework."
"Well, go on. Get out of here." The janitor opened the door. "And
don't let me catch you in here again," he added.
Bill went out the door into the dim sunlight. It was beginning to get
da,rk, and he was growing cold. He pulled out his pocket computer and
pushed two buttons. Instantly, a metallic blue car appeared.
He opened the door of the car and got in. The clean interior of the
car added wonder to the feel of the car. Bill activated the ignition using
his highly intellectual mind and then he put a CD into the dashboard.
Instantly, "The Phantom of the Opera" was heard. Bill drove off to begin
what would be his last year of high school , his senior year.
Meanwhile, back inside the school , a young girl came _out from one
of the rooms next to where Bill was . She had light brown hair and dark,
round eyes, which were now glowing red. She pulled out her pocket
computer and checked the date.
"Exactly as planned ," she whispered to herself. She pushed a few
buttons on her computer and instantly, a dark and sinister man appeared
on the screen. "Mr. VanZandt, are you there?"
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"Yes, Katie ," the computer answered. "Did the time travel device
work properly? "
"Precisely as planned, commander. My computer has located the
target, and it is only a matter of time before I knock him out of 1 the
running."
.
·
"Once Bill is gone, I will move in with my forces and destroy him.
Then I will have control of the Rebel Band."
"I must register myself and arrange my classes with Bill," Katie
said. Mentally, she was already making a list.
.
"Just remember," he said, get the magic pen and u~e 1t to destroy
his life. Signal me when you have it."
"Understood, my liege." Katie pushed a button on the computer, and
the dark figure on the screen disappeared.
The next day, Bill drove to school in his luxury sedan. On the way
there was a big purple figure standing on the corner. He _resembled th~
cartoon character Barney, but his outfit was dirty. The f1gure had a s1gn
around his neck. It said, "Will work for food ."
Bill opened the door and waved for him to get in.
"Thanks," said the man as he slipped into the seat. "I was really
starting to get tired ."
.
"What's your name?" asked Bill as he began to dnve off.
The man removed Barney's head and looked at Bill. "I'm John
Donner, a once good band director sentenced to a miserable life doing
Barney impersonations forever by Mr. VanZandt."
.
"That's very sad. My name is Bill Barksdale, and I'm go1ng to try
and help you get your band back."
.
.
"That's very kind of you , Bill ," he said as he w1ped h1s forehead . " I
have read of the many things you have done. I particularly enjoyed the
fact that you single-handedly defeated the evil empress, Carey."
"I'm impressed that you know so much about me. Usually, my time
traveling prevents me from being recognized , but nowadays, I'm pretty
well-known ."
"Pretty well-known! You are the single most popular person in the
whole world. Everybody knows you and likes you ."
"Not everyone does," said Bill. He pulled out his computer, pushed a
few buttons and showed it to Mr. Donner. "There are a few .who are
plotting against me."
"Why would Mr. VanZandt and Katie Walker go against you? You're
the greatest."
"I know," said Bill in his most unconceited manner. "I don't
understand all of it, but I do know that she is out to get me. Our first step
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toward fixing this is to replace Mr. VanZandt. I think that you will make a
good substitute."
"But I don't even look like him! How do I ..."
Before he could finish his sentence, Bill had his pocket computer
out. He pushed a few buttons on it, and a beam shot out which struck Mr.
Donner on the head. His face began to change and then he began to age.
After a few minutes, he looked much older and v.ery closely resembled Mr.
VanZandt.
"Now we can go to the band hall," said Bill. He pushed some more
buttons on his computer, and in a flash of light, they were. gone.
Katie sat down at Mr. VanZandt's desk. She pulled out her pocket
computer and instantly, Mr. VanZandt's face was displayed.
"Open the left-hand drawer and get the pen out of my desk," he said.
Katie obeyed, and soon she had a pen in her hands. "Now, anything that you
write will be perfect."
"Perfect?" Katie asked with a puzzled look. "What do you mean
perfect?"
"I mean that any papers that you write, any math that you do, any
labs that you do will be flaw•ess . You will now be able to beat Bill in the
ran kings."
Thoughts of conquest went through Katie's mind. She had always
wanted to beat Bill. He was always ahead of her. She had no choice but to
succumb to his power. But, not any more. No, she wouldn't have to take it
any more. Imagine, the top. Her SAT's would no longer be one point below
his. She would no longer have to be one place below him in class rankings.
She was already planning her graduation. Yes, Bill would bring her trays
of ·food and feed her grapes while she sat and watched him work harder
and harder to overcome her.
"Anything that I write?" she again questioned.
"Anything." The screen went blank, and already Katie was drinking
wine and eating crackers that were brought to her by Bill.
"Access granted, " Bill's computer said to him. "Birdville
Independent School District. Enter student's name." Bill entered his name
into the computer, and instantly his file was displayed on the computer.
"Sigh," he sighed. He was still ahead of Katie. "There's no more
challenge," said Bill to himself. He began pushing a few buttons on his
computer until he had access to the main program. He began to rewrite it
as he yawned out loud.
When he had finished, he decided to go to school. It had been weeks
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since he himself had gone. His computer-generated duplicate had taken
over his classes, and his average had dropped slightly, but not enough to
put him in danger of being overtaken. He got his books together, dusted
them off, and changed into proper school attire. He waited around for a
few moments and then pulled .out · his pocket computer. After looking at it
for a moment, he pushed a few buttons and disappeared in a flash of light.
"On your hair," Mrs. VanZandt said. He was trying to get his band to
play music as smooth as styling gel, but he wasn't getting very far. Bill
and Sayruh were sitting in the ho_rn section, talking abou' the section
leaders.
"You know what Molly does to get that spot, don't you?" Sayruh
asked.
"No, what?" asked Bill.
"I heard from a friend who was faxed from another friend whose
aunt's computer's mate's dog said that they were seen together at a band
clinic. What is this world coming to?"
Bill pulled out his computer and looked at the 'People who want to
destroy me and see me bow down to their feet' list. It appeared as if
Katie, Mr. VanZandt, and his section leader, Molly, were all beginning to
gang up on him. "I think it's time to go," said Bill. He pushed a button on
his computer and the bell rang to end class. Five minutes later, Mr.
VanZandt let them go.
"Transcripts come out today, Bill," said Jeremy Thorn, a friend who
had been helped by Bill. Jeremy had come to Bill last summer begging to
make drum major. Bill, being the overly generous soul that he is, allowed
Jeremy to have the highest position.
"Yea, I know," said Bill. "I hope I'm still ahead of Katie. I'd hate to
see what this world would come to if Katie were to beat me. Why, our
universe might even skew off into a parallel universe in which Mr.
VanZandt is a god. I can't let that happen."
"I understand," said Jeremy. "Well, good luck. And, if there's
anything that I can do, let me know."
"Thanks," said Bill. "I will ." He and Jeremy walked into their
English class, and immediately Bill began to search the cabinets.
"What are you doing?" asked Mrs. Fenimore, his teacher. She was an
undertall woman of the middle ages ('Whan that April .. .'). Her attitude
suggested dominance, but Bill's suggested otherwise.
"Just looking," said Bill . He didn't want her to know that it was a
matter of national security. If Katie had the room bugged, she would have
full access to Bill's computer. This would spell C-E-R-T-A-1-N
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A-S-T-E-R. The world couldn't have that. "It's dirty, but it's clean ," said
Bi II.
"Well, I should hope so," she said. "Now class, take your seats."
Bill sat down and began to fall asleep. He began to doze off when
suddenly something terrible woke him . The great wizard who controlled
all felt a disturbance in the way that the world felt. Af that moment,
Katie materialized in the room. Bill couldn't believe his eyes. His
primary adversary was staring him in the face. Bill brushed his hair with
his hand, sat back in his cool , suave , sophisticated way, and stared back.
"Nice to see you again, Bill," said Katie . Her eyes ~lashed red, and
she took a seat two rows over. Everyone around her could feel the evil,
the pain, the anguish of being inferior. Bill was extending his powers,
however, to shield them from any bad feelings that she might be
projecting. The bell rang, and immediately, the announcements came on.
Twenty minutes later, Mrs. Fenimore began to pass out transcripts.
Bill used his computer to analyze the results . The display showed
the most disheartening results . The worst thing that could ever have
happened did. Bill had slipped. His rank was now one below Katie. He
double checked it and then sat back to take it. Then, a comforting hand
patted him on the back.
'
"It's O.K., Bill." He turned to see who it was and was shocked to see
Katie there. Immediately, he pulled out his computer and changed her new
car back to Gladys, her old white car that rattled when it reached 40 and
was just not made for today's modern freeways.
"How did you do this?" asked Bill. "I put a subroutine in the
computer. There was no way that anyone could overtake my rank."
"I did," said Katie. She turned around. As she walked off, being the
Walker that she is, Bill noticed a strange object sticking out of her
pocket. He pushed some buttons on his computer and scanned it. His
computer told him very little, but it did say one thing. That pen was the
source of all of his troubles . He decided that he couldn't wait, so he
pulled out his computer, set it on time travel mode and disappeared into
the future .
Five hours later, he reappeared . His wonderfully masculine body
reappeared in the band hall, and he began scann ing for Katie. Before his
computer could locate her, he was interrupted by Molly.
"Are you coming to sectionals?" she asked.
"For what?" he returned.
"So that you will get better."
Bill looked at her with his 'I'm already perfect. How much better
can I get?' look.
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''I'm already perfect. How much better can I get?" he said.
Molly just shrugged as Bill walked off. Bil l pushed a few buttons on
his computer, and instantly his problems were solved. His computer had
generated a trap so devious, that even Katie would fall for it. He took the
object that was just recently created and placed it into Katie's slot. He
then shrank himself down to one inch high, using his computer and waited .
Soon , he saw Katie come in. He used his computer to hide himself from
her evil clutches. With his more powerful shields, her powerful computer
could not find him. She looked into her slot and pulled out the object.
"What's this?" she asked herself. She began playi11g with it, and
soon she found that she could no longer move her hands. Bill pushed some
buttons and immediately returned to his original size.
"It's a Chinese finger trap," he said. "Only fools, morons, and little
girls fall for that," he laughed as he reached over and grabbed the pen.
"I'll take this," he said.
"That's not fair," said Katie . She began to cry . She knew that
without the pen, Bill would sure ly beat her.
"That's the way the ball bounces, " Bill cliched . While he was
attempting to beam out of the Band Hall, the evil and sinister band
director, Mr. VanZandt, sneaked up on him and grabbed the pen out of his
hands.
"Now I have total power!" shouted Mr. VanZandt. He cackled a
cackle that could be heard for miles.
Bill just looked at him and laughed. Now that he had disabled
Katie's computer, Mr. VanZandt had no protection. Bill pushed a few
buttons on his computer, and in a brilliant flash of light, Mr. VanZandt was
shrunk down and stored on Bill 's computer disk, pen and all.
"Now that that's over with , I'll be returning to my regular life,"
said Bill as he walked off. On his way out, he added, "Enjoy your new band
director."
Outside of the door, Bill ran into Mr. Donner.
"How'd it go?" he asked.
"Well," said Bill. "You can now take control of the band."
"Thank you ," said Mr. Donner as he kissed Bill's feet. He stood up
and ran into the band hall mumbling something about a way of life. As Bill
walked off into the sunset, Molly Galloway stood watching , and deep down,
she knew that she would never let Bill have control. ~.
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The Call
by Chris Beacom, Richland High School
Second

Scared,
My dog hides behind me
From the unseen voice behind the fence.
Not recognizing it as her own kind .
Another herself,
Speaking with another voice,
But speaking out the same needs.
I pat her head
And think that humankind acts equally blind,
Scared to face those other voices that speak as our own,
That cry out alone.
Doing nothing, we hide behind our fences,
Not recognizing our own needs, mirrored in the voices that
Call out.
Foolish,
I hide within myself
From the familiar voices outside my fence,
Recognizing them as my own .
Myself, alone,
A thousand times over,
Calling out in one voice .
I can't answer, can't even
Call out.
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Place

The Waiting
by Joshua Garoon , Paschal High School

"·

He waited. It always came down to the waiting. The curves of the
boulder, twice his height, hugged his back as he leaned against it. he
stared at the sky. The sun, ever constant in its path, beat down hard on
him. Heat waves coursed over the field, dry and deserted. Sweat beaded
and rolled down his neck , shoulders, back. He gazed silently at the field .
Only trees broke the endless monotony of its awesome flatness. A few
scattered trees ; and the boulder, a huge gray, unmoving n:onolith, which he
leaned against, watching--looking back, then side to side . He waited,
silently, in the deafening silence.
It was quiet now, although it hadn't been before . He had waited
still as the tide of sounds had washed over the wake of silence , turmoil
filling the air, leaving a vacuum of near-tangible tension and fear. Still ,
he had waited. The man had told him. "Just wait there, " the man had said.
Always, the man.
There had been, was, always would be a man. A man in uniform, all
green and brown, and dull with splotches, and with an old , black menacing
rifle. He came with other men , in uniforms, with rifles. Came with men
not like him, nor the man, but different--loud, telling forced jokes
noisily, laughing too loudly at jokes that were forced . Men, he thought to
himself, going to meet death . But he said nothing . And the man would
come, with the other men, and would call him out of his house, away from
his fields , and would explain to him of honor and loyalty and pride, and of
the distinction of serving one's land . And he thought to himsel f that he
could best serve his land, his fi elds, by remaining where he was; but he
said nothing, merely nodded dumbly and accepted that the cause was
beyond his understanding .
And the man would give him a uniform, which he took and wore; and
a rifle, which he took also. and the man would set off, and the men would
follow, and he would follow the men, behind them, but separate. And they
would march, a long, hard march, to a hot, monotonous field , with sparse
grass, and maybe a few trees, and usually a boulder. And the man would
take him from his fields , from his home, from his world .
Once the caravan arrived at the field, all grew quiet, and they
gripped the rifles hard and lined up in long, uneven rows. And he would
stand mutely, apart, until the man noticed him, standing silent and
separate and alone. The man would stare, eyes filled with fear and hatred
and fury--until finally, with a voice like a growl barely kept in check,
would tell him. "Just wait here," the man would order and point to behind
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a tree, or a boulder. And he would go--and wait.
This was how it passed. This was how it always passed--as it had
many times before; as it had to his father, and to his father's father . And,
he knew, it would pass this way many times again--to his children, and
his children's children . The man, the men, the uniforms, the rifles , the
march, the field .
The waiting .
He waited.
He had waited as the men had charged , on some unseen order, past
the boulder and toward the unseen enemy. He had waited_, forgotten by
ally, unknown by foe, as men rushed about the field, firing rifles blindly
and vainly darting and slashing without direction or destination, until the
strings that were their lives were cut remorselessly with knives of lead;
and they crumpled to the ground, like so many puppets, falling to the field
now stained with brown and red . So the waves of sound would grow, grow,
reaching a terrifying crescendo--then d ie away, gone.
He had waited.
Now he waited for the return of the man . He would wait, and the
man would come , with a wild look of triumph replacing the fury in his
eyes; and upon seeing him, the man would utter a hoarse expletive and
wave him away; or a new man would come, wearing a different uniform
and carrying a different rifle ; and this man would see him and explain to
him that though moments before the two had been foes, they were now
brothers-in-arms, fighting for a great new land. And he would nod
dumbly, knowing the cause was beyond his understanding. And then this
man, too , would wave him away. And he would walk home, slowly, and
return to life.
A few months later, the man would come again.
He waited.
He waited , but no man came. He was left alone to his thoughts,
without comfort of home, without commands of men; and his thought grew
and prospered in the silence. And ideas came, but the sun was hot, and the
boulder was hard. Then the sun began its free fall toward the horizon, and
he watched as it melted balefully into the field . He waited. As the sky
grew dark, he waited . Freed from the blazing chaos that was the sun , the
harsh glare of day, his thoughts reached and grew and sent out tap roots
into new realms, grasping at a new identity, a new sense of being. he
waited, and the sky grew stars. The moon rose, presiding over the night.
The sun was gone. And with new understanding and new conviction ,
he took a long look at the boulder, his silent protector; and he glanced
down, and back--and stood apart from it.
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Then, slowly, confidently, he moved to the side, and for the first
time, he looked forward.
And saw.
The man waited no longer.

Third

P1ace

The Lord of the Pride
by Eli Bvrton, Paschal High Schoc:>l

Through the tears, I looked at my paw, stretching it to see the
claws extend once more. I sat and waited. Finally I looked up at him,
squinting my bloodshot eyes against the blazing noon sun.
"Can't you do it?" My voice cracked as I sought control over the
sadness. He looked down at me where I lay, his metallic eyes giving
sympathy though their appearance never changed .
"I am King of Lions and the Lord of Pride. It is not a question of
whether I can; it is a question of whether it is necessary. There must
dozens of worthwhile females in your pride; I do not see the need to go
through this for one."
"It is my way, Silvereyes; you above all should know this . One mate
and no other. None of the dozens. And even if we were not yet mated, I
would feed myself to the flames for her."
"You may very well be doing that." He looked in my eyes for a long
moment and took a deep breath. "It will be done. But I give you this
knowledge: They are not like us, Sharptooth. Their king is also the Lord of
Pain. They kill each other without reason . Some of them kill themselves,
their inside destroyed by the one who watches over them. Also, do not
expect your presence to be tolerated . I can offer some protection from
their king, but should you get in trouble with men, I ... do not know if I
can protect you from both." I realized he was truly worried about me.
That must have been a very hard thing to say for one whose title is Lord of
Pride.
"Send me."
And so it started. When I awoke, I was sitting alone on a cold tile
floor, leaning back against a hard brick wall . It came to me that I could
name all of those things around me without ever having seen them before.
Water fountain. Door, wall , brick, tile . I looked down at myself. Hand.
Fingers. Boots, jeans, shirt. A sudden wave of fear washed over me. So
many questions. I could name that which I saw, but knew nothing else.
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Where was I? Building, I knew that. But what was it? Was she? Would 1
know her? The fear came again, this time bringing with it hopelessness.
Oh King, what have I become? What awaits me before 1 return home?
Return home. For the third time the fear came and now it shook my new
body with a mindless panic. I almost cried out with the pain 1 felt. 1
never asked Silvereyes how I was to return home. 1 jumped up, only half
aware of the world around me, my thoughts only on finding something
familiar I could hold onto.
Then I saw her. The fear left as quickly as it had taken me. She
didn't look the same; of course, she was one of them , just like 1 was now;
but she was the same. She felt me staring at her and glanced at me
giving a quick flash of a smile. I returned it, but her eyes had already
passed on. A hollow feeling grew inside my chest. She didn't know me;
there had been no recognition in her glance. But, a small bit of hope
remained. I had asked to come here; she had been stolen. Perhaps she just
couldn't see who I was. I would have to hang onto that hope. Other people
came and went, but I was lost in the memories of the times Goldenmane
and I had shared. Our first hunt together and seeing her get her first kill.
On the hottest days we would lie in the sun together. The first time she
had . . . . . . . . . . An ear-shattering sound came from directly above me.
those around me suddenly began to move quickly, but not from panic. They
were calm, as was I even though the sound made me wince. 1 reached
down to grab the bag I hadn 't even noticed before.
First bell, better get to class .
The first day is an exercise in patience. I move from room to room
not knowing why I have to, just that I do. I see those around me and find '
them almost beneath even my pity. The most highly "evolved," the humans
have worked very hard as a race to become the lowest form of life on
Earth. The greatest of the hunters, they should be a thing of awe and
power. But without natural predators, they had turned on themselves .
Like children of Razorfin , Lord of Hunger, when they sense that one of
their own is weak, they turn and prey on it. Then it dawns on me why 1 see
this and why I find it so detestable. They lack pride.
Following the same instinct that has guided me in their ways , 1
walk to a house. Home. I sleep. This body will not curl up as my other one
did, so I am forced to sleep like them. I sleep alone. And 1 dream.
Blackness so dark that I can almost feel it draw the light from
inside me.
MINE IS THE HAND THAT CREATES, SHARPTOOTH, MINE IS THE HOUSE
OF PAIN.
I am in the domain of the one that took Goldenmane from me. In this
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dream reality, I relax my body, and it reverts to its true form . I shake my
head to feel the mane that surrounds my neck. I roar and show this
invisible threat the teeth I am known for. My human arms finish their
•1
change, and I stand on all of my legs in my true shape.
Sudden pain. Every nerve .screams as a white light stabs my eyes,
and I am forced back into my original position .
YOU DO NOT BELONG HERE, BUT YOU ARE HERE, AND YOU WILL a3EY MY
LAW. MY LAW IS THAT YOU SHALL NOT WALK ON ALL FOURS.
This is the one that stole Goldenmane.
THAT IS NOT MY CONCERN. MY CONCERN IS MAN, AND I WILL DO AS I
.
'
SEE FIT TO ADVANCE HIM.
gave me
Silvereyes
that
I am totally human again. Back in the form
that I might search for Goldenmane.
SILVER EYES HAS NO POWER HERE. RETURN TO YOUR HOME IN HIS
DOMAIN AND CHOOSE A NEW MATE. THAT IS YOUR RIGHT THERE AS THE
LEADER OF YOUR PRIDE. GOLDENMANE IS NOW MY CHILD.
Goldenmane is my mate for life. I will have her or I will not live.
THEN YOU SHALL DIE AND YOU SHALL DIE ALONE. I AM KING OF MAN
AND LORD OF PAIN. THAT IS tvtY' RIGHT.
Goldenmane is not yours, nor am I. You have no right.
YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE FORM OF MY CHILDREN, AND YOU INVADE THEIR
WORLD. I HAVE EVERY RIGHT.
I will not leave without Goldenmane. I say it aloud. But I am alone.
In the black. Cold. Falling. Hit. Awake.
Day after day I see her, try to talk to her. Too soon I open the door
of the cage that holds her. And she is afraid. She does not know me, and
she is very wary. Her cage is lonely; but it keeps her safe, and she fears
what might lie outside. Only once have I held her in the world of
humanity, and I weep when I am alone to think that I may never again. She
is afraid that I am too different from her, but we are the same. Why can't
she see? Days I sit and worry, work to become closer to her. Nights I
sleep poorly though I do not dream. Days pass. Weeks, months, and still
she does not see. Just as she cannot see past the illusion, my illusions
die, leaving me with a reality that is cold, a shard of ice in my heart. She
can't see now, and won't see ever. She will never see my true form, never
see our home, the plains. Oh, Silvereyes, the plains seem like paradise.
And the ice in me grows, with one thought. Goldenmane. Sweet and loving
Goldenmane, am I as trapped as you?
I am dying . I know this now. Mind and body lose necessary
structure as Silvereyes struggles to keep me here. I just noticed the
lumps on the backs of my fingers. New muscles, to pull back the claws
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Honorable

that started growing. Toes, too. Can't wear boots anymore. Can't even
show myself to others anymore. I am trapped. i can't even leave my home.
Mead swims, room spins. Oh , King, I'm sorry. I tried. Can't live here; I
can't live without her. So empty. So cold. There is only pain here. Pain
as the claws force their way through the tips of my fingers. Pain as the
longer teeth pierce my gums. Pain as she walks by, unknowing, unseeing.
Pain as the ice grows to destroy me. Silvereyes, Goldenmane, don't let me
die here. I'm going to be sick. I collapse on the bed, looking up, the
ceiling not only spins, but swirls together, water going down a drain.
Down, falling. I close my eyes and seek relief from the p9unding in my
skull.
Beneath a calm, light blue sky I stand knee high in a field of grass in
this shape. This shape does not belong here, under the throbbing African
sun. I want to find a shade tree and clean myself. Take a nap in the
afternoon heat, but I cannot like this. Relaxing, I assume my true form.
There is no pain here.
Silvereyes approaches. He rubs the side of his neck against me in a
gesture of friendship .
He looks at me with such sadness. "I can do no more, my son. I am
sorry." He lowers his head, turns, and walks away. I hear the rushing
sound of wind behind me, and the sun's warmth no longer heats me. I turn
and all I can see is darkness. Turning again, it has surrounded me on all
sides.
TOO EASY. Just a voice in my head.
The black is the last thing I see.
The voice is the last thing I hear.
The cold is the last thing I feel.
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Mention

The Night She Yelled
by Nicki M. Pike, Paschal High School

The lights dimmed, and the audience became . silent. It w'as time to
begin. Nothing moved or made a sound , with the exception of my stomach,
which was rumbling so loudly that everyone in the theater could probably
hear the noise it was making . I tried to calm my nerves. Here I was , a
replacement with only one week to perfect the part. Me, playing a Roman
soldier, with the physique of a pee-wee football player-~not exactly what
I call fitting the character.
1 walked out onto the stage, in my Roman attire, sword and shield
included, and looked out into the audience. There they were--my whole
family and my English teacher, seated on the second row, smiling and
laughing, my sister especially, as she saw what I was wearing. I took a
moment to pray before I said my first line, "Who goes there?" I had done
it; my first line was over. It was downhill from there.
The second act of the play arrived quickly, and with it the "beating
scene." 1 dreaded this scene, for in practice I had literally been beaten, or
so it seemed. Black and blue covered both sides of my body where the
angry mob of Protestants kicked and hit me. In my mind they could have
been a little less abusive, for it was only acting; but I was told that it had
to look life-like , but it felt that way as we ll.
The audience had continued in silence until the horrible scene took
place. At first, there were only audible gasps, but then the worst
nightmare imaginable to any actor came true. The silence of the
auditorium was broken as she yelled out, "They're kicking him. Mommy,
they're hurting him. Stop it!" The words rang out, and the intensity of the
play was gone. My sister had made sure that everyone present knew t~at
her brother was the one being beaten. Mom eventually managed to qUJet
her, though it hadn 't been soon enough.
Her little outburst diverted the attention not only of the audience,
but of the actors on stage as well. The beating ceased ; and the entire cast
stood still, looking out into the crowd of people. I rolled over and looked
out; everyone seemed to be staring in her direction . This must be what
.
people talked about when they said that opening night was hell.
1 was under the assumption that the little escapade was over unt1l
she stood up in her chair and yelled , "Alan, are you okay?" and began to
sob. 1 saw Mom put a coat over her head and lean over in a second effort
to quiet her. I laid my head down on the wooden stage, hoping that I would
never again have to raise it and face the jokes the world would surely dish
out. Next to her sat the infamous English teacher who was laughing
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without end and looked as if at any moment he might fall in the floor.
knew that he would never let me live this one down. This night was g oing
to haunt me for the rest of my life.
Mom managed to keep any further outbursts from taking place, and
the play began again where it had left off, before the yelling , except that
the remainder of the beating scene was omitted . _
The play soon ended, and I was hoping that those watching had
forgotten all about my sister; but it was only a dream that would not
come true. Curtain call arrived . The two lead actors went out and took
their bow, a few others, and then it was my turn in the spotlight. As I
stepped from behind the curtain and walked to center-stage , the audience
stood and clapped obnoxiously. I quickly took my bow, and the people sat
down, all with the exception of my sister. Yet, the nightmare was not
over. She ran out from her second row seat, onto the stage, and threw her
arms around me saying , "Alan, are you okay?"
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